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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis involves the estimation problem associated 

with the negative binomial dist~ibution whose probability 

function is given by 
. ' 

P (x) =[a (a+l) (a+2) ••• (a+x-1) 
x. 

x=O, 1, 2, ••• 

(a,>..) >O 

where the part in square bracket is taken to be unity for 

x=O. A discussion concerning the application and the 

several parametric forms of this distribution is given in 

Chapter II. 

Recent developments have conjectured that usual 

asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimator 

of, ,a are extremely misleading; and, in fact, that higher 

order terms in expansions such as 

Var (a*) 
V 1 

+ 
v2 

+ 
v3 

+ 
V4 

+ = - 2 - 4 • • • n n3 n n 

Bias(a*) 
Bl 

+ 
B2 

+ 
B3 

+ 
B4 

+ = - 2 3 4 • • • n n n n 

contribute quite heavily even for large sample sizes. 

(Here a* is taken to be the maximum likelihood estimator 

of a and n is the sample size.) The same is true for the 
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simple moment estimator (involving the first and second 

sample moments) of a. This estimator is probably the most 

often used for estimating a. We shall refer to the latter 
I\ 

estimator as a. It is easy to compute and its asymptotic 

efficiency is high (greater than 90%) in the region a>A 

of the parameter space. 

From [ 2 0] the previously conceived notions (bas'ed on 

" asymptotic results) concerning the utility of both a and 

a* have become objects of considerable doubt0 For example, 

the variances of a and a* are in some cases much larger 

than originally thought. The same is true for the bias 

property. Much discussion is given to these and other 

estimators in Chapter IfI. 

This seemed to suggest the need for a search for 

other istimatois whose behavior pattern does not appear to 

be as chaotic as a* and ci and which might be an improvement 

over the latter two for the purpose of estimating a. It 

is the object of this thesis.to study some estimators 

which are "candidates" for estimators of a. 

The first approach taken involves an investigation of 

two moment estimators involving higher moments (namely the 

third moment). The second and separate approach involves 

an estimator developed by slightly altering the definition 

of &. The physical reasoning. underlying this "redefini-

tion" and an illustration of the properties of the 

resulting estimator a:re given in Chapter V The development 
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and discussion of the properties of the estimators involving 

the third moment are outlined in Chapter IV. 
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II, GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING THE 

NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBTUION 

(a) Introduction 

The negative binomial distribution ·(NBD) is one of 

the most widely used of the two-parameter family of 

discrete distributions~ It has many applications; . among 

which are in the field of biology [6], accident stJdies 

[3], psychology [22] and communicationss A brief 

summary of its properties and applications is to be found 

in Bartko [4]. 

The negative binomial distribution has the same 

sample (0, 1, 2, •• ~) as the Poisson distribution. It has 

a natural and close affinity to the positive binomial 

distribution with mean np, variance npq and probability 
t n generating function of the form (p + q) • If we 

replace p by -p and n by -n, we arrive at the probability 

generatinq function for~ £f 2arametric forms of 

the NBD with mean np and variance np(l+p)~ Gurland [16] 

suggests an interpretation of the probability term, 

Pr(X=x) 

k{k+l) ( +2)~QQ kt-x-1) = - .T X, 

1 If we imagine independent trials with as the q 

(2.1) 
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probability of a "success" and£ as the probability bf a q 
"failure"o Then clearly the expression is the probability 

, th of exactly x failures before tne k st:.ccesso This ist of 

courser th(': 11 inver,se sampling 19 interpretationo Howeverf 

in this dissertation, we will consider estimation problems 

in the case whero there are tv,o unknown parameters u both 

positive but neither necessarily an integer, see Bartko 

(b) Para.metric Forrns 
..,.....,..., ......... ,...,,,.~ t'T'.'.l':!:r~~ ........ -n:::t:::t~~ .. -:-.=...~~ 

There are a number of parametric forms for the 

negative binomial distribution o ~L'he ones which are most 

commonly used are as follows: 

p 
X 

p 
X 

p 
X 

a( al-1} o o o I( u+x=l) ..... -=--=xg'.71c"r:T'.:t 

X a 

x=0Ql;,2000 
a,>.. >O 

x=Ovl~2ooo 
P 1 k>O 

x~0,1,2000 
m,.a>O 

'I'he combinatorial terrn of P :x in each case is taken to be 

unity when x=O. Forms (2o2), (2o3) and (2o4) have been 

discussed by .AnscombE: [2] f Fisher [12] and Evans 
[11] respectivelyo It must be noted here that in none 

of these forms are the parameters restricted to integral 
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values o It can easily be shown that in Anscombe ff s form 

(2.2) the special case of the Poisson distribution arises 

when a becomes infiniteo In particular, the mean equals 

the variancec For the most part, we shall assume 

Anscombe's parametric form and the problems in estimating 

a and~. The probability function of the form (2o2) can 

be written as 

p 
X 

a (a+l) o. d (a+:x:-1) -- -- x't'"'-· 

If we set k=a, p=l/a and q=(A+a)/a then the above expression 

becomes identical to the negative binomial probability 

function (2al) which is actually the Fisherian form. 

(c) Estimators 
ew rmr· ti'I 'ITt" 

In this section we will make some general remarks 

about some estimators that are used for the NBD. However, 

a more extensive discussion of moment estimators appears 

in Chapter III" 

Our primary interest here will be on estimators for 

Anscornbe O s form. 2\.nscombe actually suggested four 

methods" One of these is the second moment method, given ------ --- ---
by 

" 11. = m l 
et:"'&:e-:-T"N!"'l[':t"I m -m· 2 1 
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Others given by Anscombe arei Zeroth Moment method; 

Inverse Moment method; Geometric Moment method. (See 

Anscombe [ 2] • ) 

Katti and Gurland [16] introduced minimum modified 

chi-square estimators, using Fisher's form and three 

statisticso 

Two further methods of estimation given by Katti and 

Gurland by using (i) the first two factorial cumulants 

and the logarithm of the frequency of zeros, (ii) the 

first two factorial cumulants and the ratio of the first 

two frequencies. These estimates can be evaluated by 

graphical methods. 

Evans [11] described three methods of estimationo 

They are as follows: First two moments method , mean and 

zeroth frequency method and method of combined estimates. 

All the methods of estimation mentioned above will 

not be considered here except the second moment method 

(d) Pradtical Work with the Negative Binomial Distribution 

Bliss and Fisher [6] presented an application of NBD in 

biological datao The work actually involved counts of a num-

ber of European red mites on apple leaves. There was a strong 

indication from the data that a close fit could be made 
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with the negative binomial. 

Arbous and Kerrich [3] also had work done on the use of 

negative binomial on accident statistics. A collection of 

practical examples of.uses of NBD can be found in Myers [18]o 

Another appl.ication of NBD was recently found in 

inventory control work. If the number of demands for items 

(in a store, etc.) per unit time follows a Poisson 

distribution; and if the number of items per demand follows 

a·logarithmic distribution, then the resulting number of 

items demanded.per unit time follows the NBD. The 

theoretical work .is shown and some live examples are given 

in [26] • 

. (el The Ne~ative Binomial as .. a Compound. Poisson Distribution 

Suppose we consider the probability that an event takes 

placex times in .a time interval t, and we can assume that 

the process follows the Poisson probability law; 

P(x} = 
-m X e m 

x! x=O, 1, 2 o 

where m=at •.. Under this. condition.we assume that each 

sample event is independent and there is no influence of 

· one occurrence .. on another •... However f there is a class of 

problems, e.qo. industrial accidents where a more realistic 

assumption mus.t be made. It essentially assumes that 

people do vary with respect. to.certain qualities and 

· environment which ... brings. about changes in the "accident 
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proneness param.eter" il from person to persono In other 

wordsi a.11 members of the population are not equally 

exposed to the risk of an accidento In this case@ in 

( 2 o 9) f the parameter 2, itself is a random variable o The 

probability function in (2o9) then become actually a 

conditional one 1 ioe. 1 

P(x!m) -
=m X e m 

x~ x:: 0 1 2 0 0 0 

This hypothesis is due to Greenwood and Yale [13]a It was 

suggested that the variable m could very well be 

distributed as a two=parameter gamma distribution with 

density 

P(m) =0m e A=-1 m 8 >,: 0 

where rn is called an accident index. As indicated in 

(2.10) 1 the number of accidents given mis assumed to be 

a Poisson variable with expected value rn. Then the 

marginal probability function of x, P(x) is given by 

P(x) - J: P(m) P(x m) dm 

0:\ c:m =0 >-.=l X dm :::: n" rxr e·e m m 
Jo 

0>,. f oo ;i,.+x=l =m(l+0) dm ::;: mm m e 
0 

After integration and simplification, we obtain 
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This will be recognized as the NBD form (2.1). It should 

be pointed out here that a compound Poisson may take many 

other forms and this is just a particular case. 
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II.I. METHOD OF MOMENTS FOR THE ESTIMATION 

OF THE PARAMETERS IN THE NBD 

The derivation of negative biriomial as a compound 

distribution,·i.e.,a Poisson. compounded with a gamma variate 

as shown in Chapter II yields different parameter forms. 

The different forms thus arising present a, number of estimation 

problems and.many methods of estimatio~, such as moment 

estimators·, maximum likelihood estimators., minimum chi-

square estimator.s., zeroth frequency estimators, minimum 

modified chi-square estimators and mixed estimators (as 

mentioned in Chapter II) have been considered by various 

workers. Of all the estimators mentioned, the simplest 

estimators to use are moment estimators to which we will 

devote most of our attention. 

fa) Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

Maximum likelihood estimates involve an iterative 

solution in .order .that the likelihood equation (See equation 

3 .1) which follows be solved~ . For .. Anscombe' s notation, the 

m.:1. estimators of. :7\ is. l* = m' ,. while the estimate a* of 

a.is a root of~the equation 
00 

, .. c·· 1. 1 
l n . ~~l+ j=l J a a+ 

when nj is the frequency of j in the sample. 

For: Anscombe' s parameters the m~ L ... estimates are 

asymptotical.l.y _· uncorrelated8. .Even . then the likelinood· 

( 3 .1) 
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equation for a* given in (3.1) appears formidable unless 

high speed computer facilities are available. Moreover,-

it has been·conjectured,that there is not always an 

appropriate- solution to the likelihood,equation for the 

negative binomial ,distribution. Beus. [SJ ~hows that this is 

true in. particular when m2 = mr· ,Therefore, if one encounters 

·a sample for which m2 :;:: m1 ,, it would be "safe".to as.sum~ 

that. the m. l. equation for a has .. ,no finite solution. 

(b) Method of Moments 

,Because of·the troubles encountered in attempting to 

obtain the m.l. estimate, a study:of the method of moments 

has been under consideration for some time. Fisher,Jl2] 

discusses the problem of estimation with special reference 

.to.the asymptotic.efficiency of.moment estimators. Anscombe 

[2] .· discusses similar. estimation .problems with respect to 

the parametric.form in (2.2) •. He actually suggests use of 

moment estimators (&,A) in .. equation .. (2.5) where asymptotic 

. efficiency is high (greater than 90%) .• _ .Shenton and Myers 

[20] show that such properties.as.asymptotic· bias, variance,-

and relative efficiency are extremely misl~ading for the 

estimators (a., A) • They considered .the .. expansions 
B B . B B 

E(a..::a) = ·2-t 2 1 3 1-i+ . . . 
n 2 3 ·• 4 n n n 

Var(&:) 
vl v2 v3 v4 

--n=+~~-t+ n n n 

(3.2) . 

( 3. 3) 
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c2 c3 c4 
= f-t+f" ( 3. 4) 

n n n 
and similar expansions. for the.. higher. mom.ents of a. Equation 

· (3 .• 4} re.presents the .asymptotic .expansion.of the determinant 

of the variance:.~i covar.ianc.e. matrix .. which .of course one uses 

:in determining, the asymptotic relative efficiency of an 

estimator. 

The resul:ts .. :.of these two workers indicated that in the 

parametric range a:>>.·, the llfirst .. term".approximationof these 

·:properties is not at all accurate for.most reasonable sample 

sizes. For example; . for a. = 5, >- = 1, even· for a sample 

size n =.100; the s.uccessive terms ·in (3.2) are 

E (&- a. ) ·. = 4 • 6 8 + 9 • 8 +3 5 • 0 + 1 7 0 • 0 0 + • • • 

In·the case of var a~ for a= 4, A= 2, and n = 100, 

var(&) = 3.6+5.085+7~337+11.70+~••• The expansion for the 

·determinant of.the covar,iance,matrix and for the higher 

moments behave in a similar fashion. Therefore any results 

quoted by Anscombeon·asymptotic efficiency and thus regarding 

the merit of ( &:., i) ·are extremely misleading since these 

results appeal to. "large sample" theory. While the fact· 

remains that,.it is not always known what: is meant by "large 

sample". 

Thus, it is truly difficult to.make any·true conclusion 

concerning.the properties of the joint.moment estimators 

(&,~) in the range a>A. One can .easily see that the "chaotic 

behavior.". of. this ·statis:ti.c .is due to.,.the nature of the 
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denominator (in equation 2.5) m2~m1 • _The fact- that samples 

can be· generated fer which. this .. quantity. .. to. zero would tend 

to show warning of the "danger" .that does exist. 

,To add to.the difficulty in.the,comparative evaluation 

of ( & ,A).· (Le .•. ; .comparison.with maximum, likelihood) • Bowman . 

and Shenton [9] show results indicating that the maximum like-

·lihood estimator a* of .a behaves .in. a similar fashion to & 
in. the same .. .parametric region. It is shown in their paper 

that for a>Af-theusual Cramer-Rao lower bound 

.21 
where I = E (-a\ · og P) 

- a a 2 

1 
nI 

(which a m. L estimator attains asymptotically) is not a 

reliable assessment for Var. (a*) and that the second order 

term. in Var (a*) completely dominates 1/nI which of course is 

the first term. Of course it.is generally assumed that there 

is an n>N which.is large enough to make insignificant terms 

about which there. is no information,, It is treated as if 

· the· use of the .word 1' asymptotic II re.moves any responsibility 

of the statistician to determine .. any. unpredictable behavior 

that may exist in the higher order terms. It is reasonable 

to believe that an asymptotic expansion being curtailed at 

the sixth term might not always giv:e a good approximation 
I . . 

£or small nor even for moderate n. Certainly results 

obtained by Shenton and Myers point out that in many cases, 

four terms in-the expansion of the bias, variance, etc. will 

not always be sufficient to provide a good approximation. 
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_(,ct)_-• _ Moment Estimator:s: £or. Other,: Parameter Forms 

The moment estimators __ for_the_parametric forms of 

Fisher are 

( 3. 5) 

k = 

One can riote that K _is the same as a and thus the same 

general kind _of -- results (namely asymptotic results representing 

_ poor approximations)- exist as that for the estimators in 

.Anscombe'sform. Fisher [12} suggests. the use of (p;k) in 

the range where-asymptotic efficiency exceeds 90%. Again 

of course this comparison (i.e., the comparison with the 

maximum likelihood estimators_ of.p_and kin terms of-

---_ -asymptotic _properties) can be -misleading. 

The moment estimators for the notation of Evans are: 

" mi rn = 

rn2-ml 
( 3. 6) 

A a = ml 

As one might expect, the behavior of the moment estimators 

in (3.6) are in complete contrast with that of either Anscombe's 

- or Fisher's form. , In _almost all cases the "first term" - irt 

the asymptotic expansions of_ .the moments of a are good 

approximations, Le., the higher order terms are non-signif-

icant. 
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(d) Moment ,Estimators Involving m3 

Moment estimators .involving .. moments of order two appar;... 

·.ently have properties: that ar:e .. di£ficult to obtain or even 

approximate for·fi.nite.samples.in.c.ert..ain, regions of the 

.parameter space. for ... bo.th;_Fisher 1 s .. and: Anscombe'·s parametric .. 

: form. - The same is true.: .fo.r the m ... .l:~ .... estimators. It seemed 

._ :of interest, .·then. ;to· search. f.or moment estimators involving· 

higher- order moments ·(i.e. ; m3 ) :to determine if the saine· --

· conditions exists. , It was also.hoped .that a better 

.I' candidate" estimator. .. of., a. tni.ght. be :found among,, the moment 

estimators involving m3 o -- If w.e equate the ratio of the 

third to second population factorial moment to the cor-

responding sample values .and. simultane.eus.ly -• equate population 

-mean to-.·sample mean, i.e., 

(3. 7} 

µ·= X 

where: . µ ('k) =i. E.(X) (X~l) -•. • . (X-k+l) 

m(·k_)_ =. _\' x. (x.-1) • • • (x>k+l)/n • L, 1 1 · . 1 · 
J,.=d . 

we can solve for 1 and a and obtain as our estimates 

(3.7a) 

where a 2 is our-estimate of a. involving m( 3). 
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If we do the same with factorial cumulants, . i.e., 

( 3. 8) 

)J. = X 

where K(i) = (i-1) ! ( A) i a a , population factorial comulant 

kl= m:i_ 

k(2) = m(2)-m12 

k(3) = m( 3 )-3m1m( 2 )+2mi 

k 3 and k 2 are the ~orresponding sample quantities. (Once 

again we shall take m1 as the estimate of A). Here we 

arrive at the estimators 

>.. = m' 1 
(3. 8a) 

We shall attempt to investigate the properties of the 

estimators in (3.7a) and (3.8a} in this dissertation. 

(e) Conditional Moment Estimators 

Another significant part of this dissertation involves 

investigating the sampling properties of a under a more 

practical and realistic sampling situation than that which 

have preceeded .this study. Heretofore,. studies have been 

made which involve obtaining approximations for·th~ moments 

of & (in 2.5), allowing as "admissible" those samples for 
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which m2 <m1 $ It is in fact true, that for many circumstances 

one would not know whether he is sampling from a negative 

binomial or a Poisson distribution; in fact, his decision 

might well be based on values for m1 and m2 • Thus a more 

realistic estimator is a conditional one, namely alm2-m1 >k, 

where k is a pre-selected value. This "conditional estimator" 

is discussed at length in Chapter IVs This work then leads 

us to a discussion of another estimator, namely 

= R (a constant) • 

We approximate the properties of thi,s estimator and compare 

(for a>~) the results with that of :a 
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IV. MOMENT ESTIMATORS INVOLVING m3 

(a) Background 

Bias, variance and efficiency properties of &1 and 
,. 
a 2 in (3.E~ and (3.7~ are studied. It is the inteqtion 

here to determine if these properties are similar t6 the 

"explosive" properties of the moment estimator a in (2.5) 

and the maximum likelihood estimator a*. It was hoped 

that we could introduce a consistent estimator involving 

higher order moments which has more desirable properties 

(in terms of small sample$ bias and variance) than either 

of the prementioned estimators~ The procedure used for 

investigating these properties was that of orthogonal 

statistics. The next few paragraphs outline the method of 

orthogonal statistics. 

The concept of orthogonal statistics and its use to 

obtain the first few moments of moment estimators has been 

introduced and discussed in a general way by Shenton and 

Myers [21]. With this development, the small sample 

properties of moment estimators for the NBD parameters 

involving the first two sample moments were investigated. 

Hsing [14] extends this development to treat statistics 

involving the first four sample moments. Shenton and 

Myers [20] discuss at length the "chaotic" properties of 

the moment estimator&. 
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(b) Orthogonal Polynomials and Orthogonal Statis.t2;c~ 

Let F(x) be a distribution function with finite moments 

of all orders. Then there exists a set of polynomials 

{q (x)} such that r 

=0 

for r=s 

otherwise 

where ¢r>0, ¢0=1, and the coefficient of Xr in qr(x) is 

unity. In the discrete case we can write 

00 

for r=s 

=0 otherwise 

where p(x) is a discrete probability function. These 

orthogonal polynomials are well known for many of the 

classical distributions. Methods of obtaining orthogonal 
/ 

polynomials in general is to be found in Cramer [l0]o 

Certairt ~ecurrence relationships exist from which these 

polynomials can be generated for various distributionso 

The most general expression for the r th polynomial 

q (x) for any distribution for which the q's exist ¢.tin be r .· 
written as. 

(4ol) 

where ctr)= coefficient of xk in qr(x)o Special 
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recurrence relationships for the NBD case were developed 

bi Shenton and Myersb They will be mentioned as we use 

them in the sequel. 
; 

Consider a random sample (x1 .,x 2. o o oX ) of independent n . 
observationso The r th orthogonal statisiic (see Shenton 

and ~yers [21]) is defined as 

n 
Q = I qr(xj)/n 

r j=l 

Due to the orthogonality property of the q 9 sa one can 

easily see that 

E(Q )=O r 

where ,o =O r,s 
=1 

(r,s=l,2,ooo) 

for r+s 
other•wise 

(4.2) 

Clearly$ by the definition of the q's and from (4.1). 

; 

conversely the m's are linear function of the Q's. For 

example, consider the first two general Q-statistics Q1 and 

Q2 • The corresponding first two orthogonal polynomials 

are 

q2(x)=X2-Xµ3/µ2-µ2 

. th where µ j =J central moment and X=:x-jµ o 



From these,·we have 

Q = m'-µ 1 1 
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:Q2 = m'· m' (2·µ+µ /µ ) '+2µ2+µ 'µ /µ 2- 1. ·. 3 2 ~µ2 1 3 2 

Conversely, we .can express 

where µ is the ·J···--th crude moment. J .. 

(4.3)· 

If we desire to obtain- the first few m0ments· of a moment 

estimator, t (m1, m2, •. • mi:) and if we can expand this statistic 

in the form 

t = a · +a Q +a Q 
OO•••O 1 olo•••o 2 

( 4. 4) 

the corresponding crude moment can.be obtained by taking 

expectation term by term of the powers an.d products of the 

Q' s ·, and these expected Q-products can be expanded in ascending 

powers •of .1/n with, .. the. coefficients being. the expected values 

"of··various p:i:;oducts and powers of the q's (see Shenton and 

Myers[21]). We shall U$e the following notation through 

the remainder of this text. 

Y1 Y2. Y3 Y1 Y2.· Y3 
E (Qr Qs Qt • • •) = (r s t. ee •) 

yl Y2 Y3 yl Y2 Y3 
E(qr qs qt·•·) = [r s t ••• ] 
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Also, we will adopt the notation that 
1 Y1 Y2 

the coefficient of kin (1 2 •·•). 
n 

will be a function.of various expected q-products; Tables 
Y1 Y2 , y 1 y 2 

· giving (1 2 ••• )k in terms of the [l 2 • • •] .are given in 

Shenton and Myers [21]. . (i) and (ii) below describe the extent 

of the tables: 

(i) Expected Q1-,products in terms of expected q-,-products 

to order ten through term in. n - 5 (.involving Q1 Q2Q3 and Q4 ) 

(ii) Expected Q-products to order eight through terms 

in n- 4 for the negative binomial distribution in terms of 

the population parameters in Anscombe's form for products 

involving Q1 and Q2 • Hsing [~4] has.made extension of those 

expected Q~products described by (ii) to products involving 

Q1Q2Q.3 and Q4 • Shenton and Myers [21] give a rule which 
yl Y2 

determinES how many terms (1 2.. • • •) k a.re involved in the 

expansion (ly1 2Y 2 ••·). It was pointed out that the highest 
-1 . yl Y2 Y3 power of n in E(Q Q Q •··) is of degree -l+y1+y 2+y3+ ••• , r s t . 

wherea;,s the lower power is of degree equal to the integer· 

That is, 

yl Y2 Y3 A 
l (r s t • • • \ /n 

X=a 
= 

where a= [(y1+y 2+y 3+ ••• +l)/2] 
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For example: 4 4 2 4 3 (r ) = (r } 2/n + (r ) 3/n 

e5 5 4 5 5 (rs) = (r s) 4/n +(r s) 5/n 

It should be mentioned here that for some estimators the 

series (4o4) might not be terminable. This of course does 

present a problem involving whether or not, after one takes 

expectations, the series convergeso For the estimator 

considered by Shenton and Myers~ Monte Carlo results strongly 

supported the results obtained by orthogonal statisticso 

However, in general the problem is a critical onea 

(c) ~9,Jl§.h~~~...e, ..... and ~!.ill2le Moments. for th~ 

Negative Binomial Distribution 
+;r!-~••bnn,--[!~ •:JZ'?MT",,.~ ..... . 

An inverse moment relationship for the case of the 

parametric form of Anscombe was given by Shenton and Myers[22h 

q (x) r 

where 6 is an operator such that 

(r=l 1 2;3ooo) 

Here x(r) x(x-l)omo(x-r+l), and 6P qk(x)=O for p>k. 

As an exam~le of the use of (4.5) 

With (4.5) and the definition of the Q0 s we can express the 

sample factorial moments in terms of the Q 0 s: 

x(l) = 
' ,. 

= q 1 (x) +).iig:1 (x) + f {A 2 } 

= g1 (x) + A, where f(6 2) refers to 1 terms in which 

power 6f b. exceed 2 and-thus the terms are zeroo 
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Summing both sides over the sample (x1 , x 2 , ••· xn) and 

dividing by n we have 

n 
~x. (l) /n = 
L J l [ql(x.)+:>. /n] 

j=l J 

We can use the same procedure and invoke the definition of 

a1 , a2 , and a3 to show~ 

1 2 1 m( 2 ) = Q2+2A(l+~)Q1+A (l+j ( 4. 7) 

Conversely, one can, of course express the Q's in terms of 

factorial sample moments. 

Some recurrence relationships we shall mention here will 

be useful in obtaining the moments of ,the-moment_ estimators 

-t.hatwe seek· .. to study., Szego [25] gives a general funda-

mental recurrence relationship for the q's in the form 

q (x' = 'x-a )·q -b q r ·' \ r r-1 r r-2 

for r>2 and where q 0 = 1 and q 1 = x-a 0 • Here a and b will r r 

be functions of the population parameters. Myers [18] gives 

the relationships among a and b for the case of the NBD as r r 

follows: 

a r ( 4. 9) 
b r 

2 
11. Ot+a) (r-1) (a+r-2) /a • 

In developing the expected powers and products of the Q1 s 

in terms of the parameter A and a Myers [18] found it quite 
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useful to develop the recurrence expression involving ordinary 

products and powers of the q 1 s. Some of .these are (argument 

xis omitted here): 

(4.10) 

2A 
q ····+·l+2 (r---1) ( l+-..) q r a r 

+ (r-l) {2Jl:(ll.+a)_~a-rr-1) + (r- 2 ) (l+2A_) 2 }q 
. Cl, r-1 

a 

+ 2 11. (A+a) (1+ 211·) (o,+r-2),(r-l) (r-2)q 
2 a · r-2 

a 

+11. 2 (>._+a) 2 (r-1) (r-2) (a+r-2) (a+r-3) q 3 4 r- r>3 (4.11) 
a 

Hsing [14] in the extension of the tables to involve Q3 gives 

the recurrence formulae for q 3qr-l and q 4qr-i· 
yl y 

Using these recursions, one can derive certain [1 2 ]·~· 

involving q 1 , q 2 ,. q 3 and q 4 • 'I'hese are, of course the terms 
Y1 'Y2 

one has to know in order that the (1 2 •• 0 ) be evaluated. 

Take a very simple example, if we desire to find, say [1 22], 

·setting r=3 in (4~10) multipling by q1 and then taking ex-

pectation of the q~s, we have 

2 2 . 3 = 2.X (A+a) (a+l)/a • 

( d) · The Moment Estimator 

Let us consider the joint moment estimator (& 1 ,i) in 

equation (3.Ba), we can easily express &: 1 in terms of the Q's 

using .(4.6) ,· (4.7) and (4.8). The estimator &1 becomes 
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( 4 .12) 

We shall now preceedato.exp~ess &1 .as a.polynomial.in the Q's . 

. If we denote the numerator of (4.12) by land the denomi-

,nator by l+~,.then (4.12) reads 

&l = l. (l+~)-1 
-1 . Expanding (l+~) we have 

A r ( 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 ) al =·l, • 1-~+~ ..,.~ +~ -~ +~ -~ +~- ••• (4.12a) · 

For the purpose of illustration we list the expansion through 

order 4 in the Q's. This will of course give term in n- 2 

upon taking .. expectation of both sides of (4 .12a). (Actually 

this was done through order 8 in the Q's. The results are 

discussed in a later part of the sequel) 

a ' 2 4 + A4 (18+27a+9a )Q1 

4 
+;-(171 

;\ 
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3 2 2 a 2 3 2a)01 o3 + -(19.5 + 15.Sa + a )01· o3 A 6 . 

11 8 3 a7 2 2 8la6 3 + _a_. O O + -1.·o O Q + ··--· 02°3 BAll 2 3 A 2 3 2 \9 

(4.13) 

" Taking expectation of a 1 in (4.13) with the aids of 

O-library developed by Myers and extended by Hsing yields: 

4 
3, 

7 ( 2 t) 2 .· 18a .a - 7 -
871.9 2 n 

3 2 
15 . <12 ) 1 - ~(39 + --a) [ 

A 5 2 n 

2 2 
33 (l 2 )1 - ~(27 + -a)[ 

A4 2 n 

2 n 

(3 3) ' 
2 

2 n 

+ 
(122) 2 

2 J 
n 

(122)2 
+ 2 n 

J 
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2 
+ ( 13 } ] 

2 n 

(123) 2 
2 J 

n 

4 4 4 (24) 
a, . 2 (l } 2 ( l ) 3- 54a5 (2 ) 2 . 3 

+ °'"4" ( 18 + 27a,+9a } [ 2 + 3 J + -8-[ 2 + 3 J 
.:\. n n i\. n n 

4 4 4 (123)2 (123)3 9 (3 >2 ' ( 3 ) 3 + O', [ a J + 3 J + 7(171 + 3L Sa) [ 2 + 
16.:\.12 n2 3 n i\. n n 

a3 2 (1222)2 (1222} 
+. 6 (198 + 100.Sa + 2.25a )[ 2 + -~3,---3 ] 

.:\. n n 

2 (1 3 2) (1 3 2)3 
+ ¾-(99 + 94.Sa + 22~5o: 2)[ 2 2 + 3 ] 

.:\. n n 
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4 .. (1 2 23)2 (1 223)3 
+ (76. 5 +. 30a.) [ 2 + 3 ] + ••• 

A7 n n 
,(4.14) 

2 2 2 2 Substituting expressions (1 ) 1 , (2 ) 1 , (3 ) 1 , ••• (1 23) 2 

found. in the Q-library prepared by,.Myers [18] and extended 
-2 by Hsing.[14], taking only terms through n we have, after, 

simplification for (4.14) 

1 = a. + -n 
(2+2a.)x + 12ax 

A 2 . 
A 

1 · xn (6+7a.+a. 2 ) .. + .72ax 2 (2Axb +n 2) 
- n2 A2a. A4a. 

+ 9abpx 3 n + 4anx 2 (39+7.5a.) 
2A 6 a. A3 a. 

2ax 2 (27+16.5a.) 
+ 2 

A a. 
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+ 72abkx 3 + 252a~x 3n + 
;x_s~ ;\4a 

27x2 (2+3a+a 2 ) 
. 2 
:\ a 

648a.2x4 . . . 4 ·. 
7'. a 

6abx 4 (7.25 + 2a) 
:\ 4 a 

This will give us the first 2 terms .of the expansion (3.2). 

To mere1y obtain.the bias to terms in n- 4 one has to evaluate 
Y1 Y2 

163 terms of the type (1 2 •··). In order to obtain the 

variance,· third and fourth moments the amount of algebraic 

work becomes excessive. 

We should comment at this stage about convergence of 

the series (4.12a). We are assuming, of course that we 

are working in the domain of (x, :\,a) for which J~l<l. One 

would expect that if l~l>l with extremely low probability. 

(4.14) would converge and hence give a good approximation 

for E (a. 1 ). The same would be true for the variance and 

high moments. On the other hand, if J~j>l with probability, 

say greater than o~os (or a probability in that neighborhood) 

then one would expect a 11 blowing-:-up 11 of (4.14) and hence a 

poor approximation. The probability that J~I exceeds unity 

depends on;\, a, and n~ For some regions of the (A,a) plane 

and for some n, the expansion (4.14) (and a similar one for 
-4 the variance) give high order terms, i.e., n terms, which 

become negligible and hence one would suspect that these 
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expansions are .llconverging" to the.corresponding moment they 

are approximating. These regions,of (a, i; n) are the regions 

for.which the probability that i<Iil>l becomes very small. 

These regions will be given for both &1 and &2 in section (g) 

of this chapter" Also in section (g) we shall give a full 

discussion of the properties of¢ .for.both. estimators. This 

will not serve to support convergence ... of ( 4 .12a) because of 

course for any \, a. and n, one would generate a <Ii for which 

j<Iij>l, but rather it will serve to show the "slim chance" 

of the.occurrence of this condition and hence the usefulne~s 

.of.expansions such as (4.14), 
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(e) 
,. 

The Estimator a 2 

Let us consider the moment estimators of a and A found 

by equating the first moment and the ratio of third to the 

second factorial moment, i.e., &2 in equation (3~7a) $ Once 
A 

again, we can express a 2 in terms of the Q's. 

3a 2 of a2 a 
Q') QlQ2 ·a + T Ql + + + 

A2 (1+a) ;, 2 -- A3 (1+a) A 
a2 = ;2 -· 

l + 3 a ( 3+ci-l a a ·a 2 
t Ql + "."2":-- Q + 

2~~(1+a)~ Q3-71 - 2), 3 (l+a) ;\ (l+a) 2 QlQ2 

( 4., 15) 

Thus, a 2 can be expanded in a polynomial in the Q's as in 

(4.,12a)o: One can then use tables of the expected Q-products 

" to evaluate asymptotic expansion of the moments of a 2 o The 

properties of ; 1 (4.12) and ; 2 (4.15) will be discussed later 

in this chapter. 

(f) S9mputing Proce.~re for Obtain.ing Ilg.me~ 

Because of the amount of algebraic work involved in finding' 

higher order moments as illustrated in section (d), a special 

technique* was developed for use with an IBM 7040/14010 

Consider the Astimators &1 and a 2 or others involving the 

first three sample moments. Suppose we refer to an estimator 

*Developed jointly with J .• R. Hebel and the assistance of 

computing center staff at Virqinia Polytechnic Institute 
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t as one in a class T of estimators that can be put into 

the form similar to (4el2a). Then t can be written as 

t = (4.16) 

(a rO'w vector with terms involving powers and products of 

the Q's through order r where r is some finite integer). 

= (column vector) 

V · l,n 

and q> is some linear function of the elements in Q, where 

of course the elements of v1 are functions of the population 

parameter A and a~ We shall, in order to obtain moments 
. -4 oft through terms inn consider r=B~ Let us rewrite 

(4.16) as follows: 

t = (a+ Vi Q) (1 + q>)-l -
2 8 = (a+ v1 g,).(1 - qi+ q> - ••• + q> ••• ) (4.17) 
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Once again, as in the case of (4.12a), there is the problem 

of conver<Jence here. In some regions of O.,a,n) the 

probability of divergence of (4.17) is extremely small. 

These are the regions where the results will be reliable. 

In regions where P~lcpJ > l)is not "small" the results will 

be considerably less reliable. These particular regions 

will be outlined in section (g). 

Here we also consider carrying the expansion (1 + cp)-l 

through order 8 in the Q'si We shall further denote the 

coefficients of the Q's in cp 5 (s=l,2, ••• ,8) in the following 

manner: 

V~ is the coefficient vector for Qin cj) -
V~ is the coefficient vector for Qin cp 2 -
V' is the coefficient vector for gin <P 8 • 
-2. 

As an example ofrthese ~, one can easily see that for the 
... 

case of a 1 , we have 

2 2 2 
[ 3a r.L c.(2-a) a -a J v• = - ,_,. ,o, ---, o,o,~,o,o,~,o, ••• ,o 

A >..:: A~ Aj Aj 

V' 2 
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Then we can write 

tP = V' Q = Q'V 2 ..::. - 2 - -
tP2 = V'Q 2:v2 - V3Q + f(Q*) 2- -- - -

3 v2g_ Q.'V3 V'Q + g (Q_*) tP = -- 4-- - -
• • • 

8 V'Q Q'V V'Q + h (Q*) tP = = 2- - 8 9-- - -
where Q* represents the vector having power of the Q's -
exceeding r=B and where f, g, and hare used to represent 

some functions. 

Then the denominator oft (4.16) can be written as 

- - -
We can now write (4.17) as 

=a+ av10g_ + V1Q + v1g g_:v10 + 0, (Q*) ............... - ........ 

-



= a + (V' + 1 -
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where vi2 ·· Vi ~-~vi~·+ vi1 • 
.......... - ----- ......... 

(4.18} 

Upon taking- -tffe.expectations·--of the right-hand side of 

(4.18} we will arrive at an asymptotic expansion of E(t}., 

Similar prQced~res can be use4,to obtain the higher moments 

of the estimator" t, i~-ec, by considering in the eventual 

expansion of t 2 ,t3 etcetera only those elements in 9. 
through order 8 and considering terms_through (1Y 12Y 2 ••• ) 4 • 

We can thus obtain 

'. i Ai B. C. : . D .·· .i 

E(t1 ) -+ J. + 1 + J. + ' ]. 
+ = Cl. - 'z • • • n n 

(4.19) • 

We can then of course obtain expansion for the variance, third 

and fourth centraLmoments of a statistic t which can be 

written in the. form (4~12a) o In the following sections are 

discussions given concerning bias, variance and efficiency 

properties of &1 .and ; 2 .~_The moments of these estimators 

were obtained by the method outlined above via the IBM 7040/1401 

computer., This procedure of course involves inserting in'to 

the program the various (1Y.:12Y2 3Y 3 ) in the library prepared by 

Shenton and Myer,_s and: -~xtension by Hsing. · The variance-covariance 

determinant as well as third and, fourth moments can also be 

obtained through a similar procedure. 
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(g) Properties of " and " 
°'1 a2 

1. Bias, Variance,· and Asim;etotic Efficienci 

Consider the expansions 

Bl 
(1) 

B2 
(1) B .(1) 

B4 
(1) 

E(a1 
. . · ;3 . - ci) "' + + + + . . . (4.20) n 2 3 4 

( 2) n n (2) n (2} 
Bl 

B (2) 
E(a 2 a) + 2 ,+ B3 . 

+ 
B4 

+ (4.21) - "' -- -2-· -.·3- . . . 
n 4 n n n 

Vl 
(1) V .(1) 

v3 
(1) V :(1) 

Var (&l) "' + 2 .· + + 'V ·. + (4.212) . . . 
n 2 3 4 n n n 

Vl 
( 2) 

v2 
(2) 

V3 
(2) 

V4 
(2) 

Var (a.2) "' + + + + (4.23) . . . 
n 2 3 4 n n n 

We shall make remarks concerning·· the (a, "A. ' n) region in 

which we would expect (4.20), (4 .• 21),. (4.22) and (4.23) to 

be proper expansions. Computations .. of the expected value 

and variance of the random variable "t" (in equations 4.12a 

and 4 •. 17) for both estimators were made on the IBM 7040/14-01 

for various (~, "A.) combinations and for n=l00, 1,000, and 

10,000. Thes·e values are shown in Table 1 and 2 for &2 and 

&1 respectively. 

One can easily see. by.· observing these tables that the 

· regions of .A ; and a for which there s.eems to be appreciable 

probability that It I >l is the. cPA section of the plane. 

This is indicated by an IE(t) I which appreciably exceeds 

unity and, more importantly, a var (t) which exceeds say· 

0 .1 or in that neighborhood. Thus we would .. not expect the 

expansion to be reliable in'a portibn of. th~ia>"A..,region 

(unless, of course, we consider an astronomically large sample 

size). This conclusion is not inconsistent with that made in 
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Table 1. Moments of <P for ~2 

R . I 

1 5 10 1~ 25 

... ,, a . ':"!l· ••• 020 -.012 -.011 .,. • 0107 . -.0104 
L b -.002 -.0012 -.0011 - •. 0011 -.0010 

1 C -.0004 - • OOO;t. .. -:-.0001 -. 0001-. -.0001 

a l.00 .3771 .322 .~OS .292 
II .b .10 ,. • 0377 . .. 03f2 ,()305 .0292 

C .0100. .0038 •. Q032 .. . • 0031 .0029 

a -.060 -:-. 020 -.()15 .-:-.pl3 -.012 
I b -.-006 .... 0020· .,..901s . -.0013 -.0012. 

s· ,:.,. C -:-.0006: -:-.0002 .,.. •. 0002. -.00OJ_ -.0001 

a 1.240 · .234 .1346 .108 .089 
II b .124 ,0234 .Ol.35 .0108 .0089 

C · . 0124 .00234 .0014 .0011 .opo9 

a -.i10 -.030 -.020 -.017 -~01~ 
"' I b -. Ol.l -.003 -.002 -.0017 -~0014 

10 C -.0011 .,. • 0003 . -.0002 -.0002 -.0001 

a 5.98 .347 .154 .108 .077 
II b .598 .0347 .0154 .0108 .0077 

C .0598 .0035 .00154 • 001.1 .0008 

.a .,. .160 -:-.040 .,.. • 025 ,....o~o -.0~6 
.... .r l;> .,. •. 016 -.004 -.0025 -.002 -.0016 
15 . .. · c . -.0016 -.0004 -.0003- -.0002 -.00016 

.a 11. 33 .522 .200. .138 .0828 
II b. 1.133 .052 .oio. .0148 .0083 

,• c; .113 .0005. .0020 .0013 .0008 

Key to Table l - (i) I and II represents the mean and 
varian6e respectively of <P for &2 in equation (4~17) 
(ii) a,b,c-- represents sample size 100, 1,000 and 
10,000 respectively. 
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'Table 2. 

·--·-·r --- -~- ....... -

~: l 5 10 15 25 
'""'1.,: 

I 
~, ~'"'"~--~ 

a ..... 059 -t036 -.033 -.032 -.,0312 
I b -~0059 -00036 -.0033 -.0032 -00031 

C -.0006 -.0004 -.0003 -.0003 -.0003 
1 III~ 

·~-•-~--. 

2.34 0781 .6533 .6138 .5832 
~234 .0781 .0653 ,0614 .0583 le .0234 $0078 .,0065 ~0061 .0058 

,,--
-.18 •• • 06 O -.0450 .040 -.036 1a 

I 1, b -.018 -.0060 -.0045 .004 -.0036 
'C -.0018 -.0006 -.0005 .0004 -.0004 
I 

5 i 35.07 1.904 1:.9362 .7051 .5491 rrl J.507 .1904 !,oq36 .0705 .055 
C .351 .01901.0094 .007J. .0055 

I 

a -.330 -.090 -.060 -.,050 -.0420 
I ·b -.033 -~009 i- 006 005 -.0042 

C -.0033 -.0009 1 -.0006 ... 0005 -.0004 
10 287.5 7.147 2.390 I L479 .9422 a 

I II b 28.75 ,. 715 .239 .148 .0942 
C 2.875 • 071.5 .0239! .0148 ~0094 

! 
a -.480 _. 120 -.0750 -.060 -.0480 

I b -.048 -.012 -.0075 -.006 -.005 
,C ~·.0048 -.0012 -.0008 -.000b -.0005 

~-- ··•~---~---•-"-~ 
15 1163,1 20.119 5.459 2®95 L613 a 

II b 116.31 2.049 .546 .295 .1613 
' ' 

G 11063 • 20::> l .055 .0295 .0161 

Key to Table 2 - (i) I and II represents the mean and 
variance of~ for &1 in equation (4.12a) 
(ii) a,b,c represe~ts sample size 100, 1,000 and 
10 1 000 respectively. 
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the papers [8][9], in which the asymptotic expansions of the 

properties of & and a~ seemed quite inadequate for a>>A and 

for reasonable sample sizes (say n<l0,000). On the other 

hand, it would certainly seem as .i.f ., ..... for example, for a=S 

and.A=l0, in the case of &2 , since.E(t}=~o~oo1s and 

var (I) = .01348 for n=l00, that Prfitl>l)is extremely small, 

and hence the procedure described in the previous section 

for obtaining bias (& 2 ) arid var. (& 2) wo_uld be reliable. We 

might speculate .(although it .is per.haps' wise to hold judge-. 

ment until the numerical values in the expansions are 

observed) at this stage that we would be safe to conclude 

that we have good approximations in. the case of &2 , for A?.._a 

and for n_:::.1,000 (and in some instances less than 1,000). In 

the case of &1 it appears that our results would be reliable 

... in the same (A>a) region but for n_::_10,000. 

The fir.st.four terms in .(4.21). and (4.20) are tabulated 

in lable 3 and·4 respectively for n:;:::10,000 in the case of 

&1 and n=l,000 for &2 • Notice that in the lower left-.hand 

corner (outlined. on .. the chart), i.e., where a>>A the expansions 

are definitely not reliable, just as we expected from ou~ 

study of the t's. It is seems from (4.20) and (4.21) that 

we can obtain the bias for other sample sizes by merely 

.multiplying the individual terms by the appropriate ccimstants. 

We must emphasize· though that for each (A,a) combination, 

the bias expansion cannot be.used unless the sample size is 

sufficiently high to render the n~ 4 .term negligible. 
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: ;'· ., .. _, ... , A! I l j 

-7 
., I .. i 

.......... 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 25 /. 50 100 ! ·,.,. , ' I (l ·•--....: I I , j -~T.l,~,j 720~4 l 
391-4 307-4 269,..4 245-4 208-4 196-4 186-41179-4 176-4 

1 l1Jf:1 110-~ ltS2-,5 314-5 2..5..8.::-:.5 227-5 174-5 .159-5. 147-5 l..32-5 135-5 
1'))!•· 359-4 35ilr-5 197-5 145-5 119-5 788-6 683-6 607-6 '555-6 530-6 

Iv;r 132-3 584-3 ~5 181 ... 5 l_40-5 812-6 671-6 ill::.9 . 5..+_?.~.9 45_8-6, 
··-~··-···'.,,_ 

~/)i 186-3 773-4 530-4 428-4 372-2 275 ... 4 246 ... 4 224-4. 208-4 201-4 
2 I,.,· ..Q.62-5 345-5 219-5 l66-5 1·-p .... 2 901-6 lll::=_6 674-6 6()7-6 576-6 · 

III 212-4 248-5 100-5 601-6 433-6 211-6 163-6 131-6 110-6 101-6 
IV 441-4 28f-.5 861-6 441-6 286-6 111-6 785-7. 5.88-7 470-Z !123-7 

.. 

I 380-3 322-3 850-4 647-4 541-4 360-4 308-4 271-4 244-4 231-4 
3 II 228-4 184-4 .l3.2=:5. 115-5 976-6 622-6 515 ... 6 436-6 381,.;,6 355-6 

III 428-4 226-4 910-6 470-6 305-6 116-6 8101'"7 596 ... 7 469-7 414-7 
IV 630-4 247-4 164-6 274-6 . 157-6 445-6 278-7 185-7 134-7 114-7 . 

I 675-3 218-3 128-3 936-4 757-4 ,463-4 382-4 324-4 283-4 264--4 
4 II 112-3 470-5 192-6 418-6 523-6 438-6 .31.Q=6 313-6 271--6 250 ... 6 

·III 108-3 429-5 106-5 476-6 281-6 857-7 546-7 370-7 272-7 232-7 
IV 657-4 300-5 614-6 235-6 123-6 273-7 152-7 215-~ 602-8 492-8 

' 

I 109-2 328-3 185-3 130-3 103-3 584-4 467-4 383-4 326-4 300-4 
5 II 315-3 173-4 326-5 857-6 177-6 255-6 252-6 227-5 200-6 186 ... 6 

III 288-3 756-5 147-5 569-6 305-6 742-7 433-7 272-7 J87-7 154-7 
IV 492-4 307 ... 5 663-6 123-6 113-6 207.-7 105-7 -5.11.-8 354 ... 8 273-8 

I 574-2 145-2 718 ... 3 460-3 336-3 151-3 106-3 769-4 581-4 497..;.4 
10 II 688-2 367-3 786-4 285..;;4 136-4 175-5 612 ... 6 179-6 260-7 140-7 

III 150-1 189-3 198-4 464-5 167-5 129-6 453-7 181-7 860-8 590-8 
IV 444-1 117-3 !152 ... 5 402-6 253-7 126-7 542-8 225-8 102-8 650-9 

I 166-1 389-2 182,.;,2 112-2 782-3 307-·3 200-3 132-3 902-4 726-4 
15 II 435-1 214-2 432-3 150-3 687-4 804-5 280-5 194-6 285-6 126-6 

III 197-0 210,.;,2 188-3 382-4 120-4 516:-6 120.:..6 ?96-7 890-8 470-8 
IV 125+1 291-2 114-3 132-4 263-5 178-7 179-8 152-8 -•·- 650-9 360-9 

..... __,.,,..,. 

I 674-1 148-1 658-2 385-2 259-2 874-3 515-J 299-3 177-3 128-3 
25 II 475-0 215-1 404-2 132-2 574-3 548-4 167 ... 4 465-5 123,.;,5 498-6 

III 563+1 529,.1 424.,-2 776-3 220-3 621-5 102-5 149-6 217-7 660-8 
IV 439+2 185-0 638-2 663-3 123.;.3 101-5 811-7 392-8 1.~.Q::.2.. 200-9 

I 487-0 101-0 431-1 242-1 157-1 453-2 234-2 117-2 549-3 326-3 
50 II 133+2 558-0 983-1 302-1 124-11 943-3 240-3 509-4 904-5 256-5 

III 605+3 513+1 375.:..0 632-1 166-1 1330-0 407-4 376-5 255-6 352.;..7 
IV 387+5 665+2 203+1 188-0 314-1 168-3 101-4 407-6 968-8 4'00-9 

I 369+1 747;..o 310-0 170 ... 0 108-0 283-1 137-l 590 ... 2 222-2 100 ... 6 
. 100 II 396+3 160+2 271+1 804-0 321-0 209-3 ![67-2 798-3 964-4 177-4 

III 707+5 568+3 395+2 635+1 159+1 258-1 2~5-2 180-3 691-4 l\80-n 
:IV 177+8 283+5. 808+3 704+2 111+2 450-1 2111-2 579-4 716-6 185-7 I 

' :! ~----:;·. 

Key to Table 3 .- (a) r, II, III, ... IV refer to the four terms in. (4.22) 
· when n=l,OOO. (b) Underlined figures are negative. · (c) The negative 

and positive signs at the end of an entry refer to the. power of ten 
which multiplies the entry. Thus 356-6 means .0003:56 and 74l+i means 
7 4100. , . 
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C, • Bias of & - 1 

:\ t I ! l 1 2 I 3 4 5 10 15 25 50 100 
Cl. ''•·--._,_ I I I-·•• .••• ,,..,_....,__,._,.....,~ 

·1 176=4 902-5 693-5 601-1 549=5 454-5 425-5 402-5 386=5 378-5 
I 

1 II 336-6 169=6 121-6 100-6 890-7 687-7 627=7 581-7 548-7 532-7 
III 13l+-6 299-7 165=7 120-7 984-8 645-8 556-8 493-8 449-8 427-8 

</ IV 682-7 967-8 !fl+4-8 291=8 :224-8 128=8 105-8 895-9 802-9 691=9 

I 828=4 300=4 193-4 151=4 128-4 901=5 :792-5 711-5 654=5 627-5 
2 II 327=5 108-7 935=7 951=7 882=7 663-7 582-7 518-7 472-7 449=7 

III 109-5 785-7 285=7 · 164=7 116=7 539-8 409-8 325-8 272=8 248-8 
IV 258-6 210=7 633-8 318-8 20l+=8 759=9 529-9 391-9 309-9 291-9 

I 272-3 789-4 lt48-1+ 322-4 259-4 157-4 131-4 111-4 981=5 920-5 
3 II 45 8°"'!} 233-5 421+=6 101-6. 948-8 · 5_04-7 505-7 471-7 434-7 412-7 

III 178-4 388-6 796-7 31t2-7 202-7 663-8 444=8 317-8 244-8 213-8 
IV 619=5 297-7 112=7 509-8 293-8 801-9 486=9 317-9 226-9 195-9 

·-~ ' 

I 718=3 179=3 922=4 620-4 4 7 5_;4 255-4 200-4 163-4 138-4 126-lf 

4 II 297-3 140-4 285=5 988=6 443-6 168-7 212-7 335-7 360=7 358-7 
III 227=3 270-5 336=6 102-6 478,-7 978-8 563-8 357-8 251-8 209-8 

IV 228=3 410-6 329=9 567-8 385-8 969=9 532-9 313-9 205-9 161-9 -----
•···-

I 163-2 363=3 17lJ.=3 111-3 816-4 393-4 293=4 227-4 184-1+ 165-4 
5 II 135-2 564-4 109-4 377-5 174-5 196-6 519=7 262-8 215-7 262-7 

III 195=2 171=4 161-5 379-6 lLJ-4=6 171-7 809-8 442-8 278-8 220-8 
IV 390=2 644=5 213-6 171=7 35-09 112-8 602=9 331-9 202-9 139=9 

_,,,- ... ,.,, .. -,.,. .. -,-,, .. , -· 
I 280=1 477=2 187-2 102-2 660=3 216=3 132-3 833-4 559-4 447-4 

. 10 II 228-0 f;,36-2 936=3 266-3 107=3 932-5 298-5 940-6 305-6 llf 7-6 
III 30 9+1 llJ.2-1 796=c3 120-3 304=4 813=6 160-6 351-7 995-8 519=8 

IV 588+2 447-1 950-3 753-4 120-4 872=7 808-8 439-9 131-9 177-9 

I 172-0 265-1 952=2 482=2 293=2 766=3 l}l0-3 221-3 126=3 911-4 
15 - II 586+1 137-0 174-1 437=2 159-2 979..;4 257=4 654=5 174-5 754-6 

, III 332+3 118+1 531=1 665-2 144-=2 217=4 292=5 385-6 58lt=7 196=7 
IV 264+5 142+2 227=0 14?-1 181+-2 677=5 458=6 290-7 185=8 206-9 

I 187+1 265=0 ~84-J. 41.r-1 239~1 492-2 223=2 978-3 433=3 261-3 
25 II 419+3 836+1 927=0 206-0 670=1 274-2 5Lt4=3 977-4 171-4 550-5 

iIII 157+6 tpf O+ 3 162+2 170+1 313=0 255-2 224-3 168-4 122-5 227-6 
IV 818+8 535+7 397+3 195+2 205+1 334-2 130-3 408-5' 123=6 126-7 

I 

·-
I 5.2 9+ 2 703+1 221+1 990-0 537-0 882=1 336-1 113-1' 345-2 150-2 

II 168+6 297+4 293+3 587+2 172+2 462-0 664-1 71+1=2 658=3 117-3 50 III 889+9 208+6 648+5 579+4 922+3 403+1 218-0 811-2 212=3 116-4 . 
", IV 66+13 21+10 200+8 801+6 691+5 t+93+2 101+1 l2l+-l 958=:4 295-5 

I 159+4 205+3 627+2 272+2 14Lf+2 207+1 704=0 196-0 428=1 129-1 

100 II 762+8 126+7 1118+6 223+5 619+4 129+3 1 1+8+2 115+1 542=1 479=2 
III 61+13 13+11 369+9 303+8 !J,L}4+7 133+5 519+3 112+2 lllt-0 298-2 

w IV 68+18 19+15 16+13 58+11 45+10 193+7 255+5 153+3 337-0 260-2 . 
' -, 

Key to Table 4 - (a) Ir II,, III 1 IV refer to the four terms in (4.,20) 
when n=lQ,OOO. (b) Underlined figures are negative~ (c) The 
neqative and positive signs at the end of an entrv refer to the 
po;er·of ten which rrulti~lies the entry. Thus 35i-6 means .000356 
and 741+2 means 74100. 
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A comparis.on was made of the bias.of &1 and &2 with 

that of the simple moment estimator ... &-~ _ .For .. n~l,000 and for 

every (a,: A) .. in the range above' .the "st~irs" _on.: Table . 3, · i.e. , · 

.. not in. the range a>> A -, · shown: 

Also for a similar range . in·_ the parameter plane and for 

n~l0,.000 · (Table 4) 

A 

· Bias a1 > B~as a. 

The results for &were takert.from Shenton and Myers [20]. 

As an example of a- particular comparison,· for a=4, )i.=3, and 

n=l,000 

Bias (ii) - . .0661 + • 00156 + .000732 + 000038 
(Shenton & Myers [20]) 

Bias (al) = .9217 +. .285 + .03362 + .• 003292 (Table 4) · 

Bias ca> -- .1283 + .00192 + .00106 - .000614-. 2 

As another example, we have for a=3, )i.=5, n=l,000 

Bias (a) = ~0268 + .00193 + .00059 - ~00005 

Bias (&1 ) = .2586_ + .00948 + .02022 - 0.0293 

Bias {& 2 ) = .05408 .00976 +.003054 - .0001572 

(Table 3) 

For both of·. these examples, the expansions· of the bias for 

each of the estimators does "damp offA! for n=l,000. 

,i . 

In making conclusions concerning the bias, w~ can 

certainly say that there is every indication that for n~l,000 

. and for the (A·, a) combinations above the "staircase" -of 
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Table 3, i.e., not in the .range .a>>>.., the simple mome_nt 

estimator&. is always "better" in terms of bias than &2 • 

For some >.. and a in this region, the .s.ame conclusion is 

r.eached even when n .is less than 1,000.• This, of course, 

depends .on.the,c:onvergence·of• the expansions. However, 

n=l,000 is .certainly a value for which we can safely make 

conclusions ih the region of· the plane above the "line" on 

. Table 3. 

The same can·be said regarding· &1 • Here, however, we 

must increase our "safe" sample size to 10,000. That is, 

in the region· shown in Table 4 above the· "trouble area" 

a>>>.. for n~l0,000, &1 is no improvement over & as far as 

bias is concerned. On the contrary, bias &1 always exceeds 

&. (See Shenton and·Myers [20] for complete results on&.) 

For the.a>>>.. region, we do not propose to make any 

conclusion. It is interesting to note, however, that the 

terms are quite large, even for large·n. The same condition 

existed for & and a*. 

Tables 5 and.6 give the first four terms of the variance 

expansions (4.23). and 4.22) respectively for &2 and &1 for 

n=l,000 and·n=l0,000-in that order. Notice as in the case 

of the bias that the behavior of th~ expansions are· erratic 

for the general area a>>.>.. and the terms· .get quite large in 

this region even if one considers an. n in the neighborhood 

of 1,000. As we did in the case of the bias, we have drawn a 

"staircase" to indicate that above this line, in the case 
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A 

Table 5. Variance of a 2 
. ~;------___ >.. 

a .____ 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 25 50 100 - i I 540-11 278-4 213-LI 185-4 169-4 139-LI 130-4 123-4 118-4 115-4 
1 II 1211-4 582-5 416-5 - 345-5 306-5 237-5 217-5'201-5 190-5 185-5 

III 359-4 830-5 468-5 3L1n-5 279-5 185-5 160-5 142-5 130-5 124-5 
IV 132-3 193-4 897-5 523-5 L158-5 265-5 219-5 187-5 16:Z-5 149-:i. 

I 300-3 117-3 778-4 615_1, 528-2 '376-4 332-4 299-4 276-4 246=4 
2 II 250-4 L1L16-5 414-5 35.Q.::5 3QL::5 219-5 191-5 170-5 l.55...::.5 147-5 

III 109-3 118-4, 469-5 280-5 201-5 974-6 749-6 601-6 507-6 1165-6 
IV 279-3 181-4 555-5 2811-5 184-5 711-6 503-6 ~76-- I' 300-6 271-6 

I 960-3 322--3 195-3 145-3 119-3 757-4 637-4 549-4 1m 8-4 1159-4 
II 3114-3 184-4 186-5 _9_Q.9-6 J,_60-5 17 11-5 143-5 130-5 123-5 3 III 413-3 226-4 666-5 335.,.5 214-5 798-6 554-6 406-6 318-6 281-6 
IV Ll97-3 247-4 595-5 258-5 11+8-5 1120-6 261-6 1711-6 .126 .... 6 107-6 

I 234-2 713-3 405-3 288-3 229-3 133-3 107-3 888-4 763-4 704-4 
4 II 156-2 102-3 233-3 817-5 336-5 623-6 962-6 104-5 .102-5 985-6 

III 172-2 534-4 116-4 488-5 278-5 795-6 498-6 335-6 244-6 207-6 
IV 365-4 316-4 712-5 281-5 149-5 _336--6 188-6 113-6 753-7 609-7 

__. ... _. 

I 1183-2 138-2 71+7-3 513-3 397-3 213-3 166-3 133-3 111-3 100-3 
5 II 492-2 318-3 768-4 300-4 150-LI 167-5 179-6 427-6 645-6 698-6 

. III 646-2 141-3 236-4 831-5 1n8-5 897-6 505-6 310-6 210-6 171-6 
IV 573-2 209-4 767-5 309-5 160-5 310-6 _159-6 lli.=1 540--7 416-7 

I 535-1 130-1 625-2 391-2 280 .... 2 118-2 803-3 558 ... 3 1105-3 339-3 
10 II 192-0 105-1 228-2 847-3 413-3 599-4 240-4 943-5 373-5 203-5 

III 727-0 913-2 936-3 214-3 7117-11 1193-5 153-5 532-6 224-6 1113-6 
IV 319+1 902-2 405-3 502-LI 102-4 139-6 117-6 583-7 283-7 184-7 

I 237-0 538-1 247-1 148-1 102-1 376-2 236-2 149-2 968-3 753-3 
15 II 178+1 8811-1 179-1 625--2 289-2 · 350-3 126-3 440-4 156-4 808-5 

III 141+2 152-0 137-1 278-2 866-3 361-4 799-5 178-5 457-6 213-6 
IV! l30+1 309-0 124-1 147-2 306-3 362-5 301-6 175-7 214-7 139-7 --

I l 163+1 351-0 154-0 885-1 589-1 188-1 107-JL 592-2 329-2 227-2 
25 II 320+2 1Ll5+1 273-0 891-1 388-1 373-2 115-2 323-3 880-4 372-4 

III 664+3 628+1 505-0 929-1 26'-+-l 753-3 124-3 180-4 250-5 701-6 
IV 160+5 319+2 111+1 115-0 216-1 1 185-3 161-11 107-5 396-7 Ll72-8 

I 

I 239+2 493+1 208+1 115+1 734-0 207-0 106-0 498-1 218-1 122-1 
50 II 178+11 747+2 132+2 40Ll+l 166+1 126-0 319-1 677-2 120-3 342-3 

III 141+6 120+4 879+2 1118+2 389+1 7811-1 975-2 910-3 630-4 882-5 
IV 130+8 225+5· 687+3 639+2 107+2 578-1 355-2 147-3 388-5 236-6 

I 366+3 769+2 304+2 166+2 105+2 26Ll+l 128+1 53 11-0 189-0 836-1 
II 106+6 426+4 723+3 215+3 855+2 556+1 124+1 211-0 253-1 461-2 100 III 327+8 263+6 183+5. 295+!1 739+3 121+2 125+1 849-1 333-2 237-3 IV 12+11 190+8 542+6 473+5 7115+4 305+2 11+6+1 Ll00-1 . 511-3 11-11-4 ( [ f! l •· ... ~.,,, . -· 

Key to Table 5 - (a) I, II, III, IV refer to the four terms in (4.23~ 
· when n=l,000. (b) Underlined figures are negative. (c) The negative 

and positive signs at the end of an entry refer to the power of ten a 

which multiplies the entry. Thus 356-6 means .000356 and 741+2 mean~ 
74100. 



A Table 6. Variance of a1 
50 

1 2 3 -·-r-··--4-· 5 10 15 I 25 ! 50 ! 100 l 
1 ri~ m:~ m:~ m:~

1
-m:~ m:~ Ri~Ui~~~/}~i:-~ m;~lm;f 

Iv 224-6 318-1 1L16-1 _9-51'.'." __ e 13~-a A19~8 'i 11:15.::-:8.12.-23~_8 2J5.3.'."'.'.a 69.1~9_, 
I 140-3 480-4 300-4 ! 230-4 193-4 --~31.,.4) 114..;4 ! 101-4 ~9;~:;···-~-;~_-;j 

2 II 227-4 13ll-5 189-6 237.,.7 855-7 122-6 l 118-61112-6 105-6 .. lQ-2_::-:6_ \ 
III . 782-5 428-6 142-6 791-7 548-7 ~50-7189-7150-7 125-7,113-71 

---~Iv_ 811- 6 -~~-~-:::.~-,:~:%=~7 .Z..Q ~-~7 }J:R:::ZJ.:~-8.1= . .8 1 JJ~L::.8 ?.5J~_ l~-:9-==~--1--19-D.=:lt j 
I 730-3! 201-31110-3!776.,.4 1 614-4!360-4 294-4 247-4 215-4 200-41 

3 II 384-3 t 226-4 532-5; 206-5 I 101-5 f 760-7 331..-7 1!12::1 971-'l 102-61 
III 239-3( 443-5 774-7 298-6 165-6 483-7 315-7 221-7 168-7 146-7 
Iv 145-31 101 .... 1 8o3-r7 428-1 ,259 ... 7 .~.a. E.5.5..::-.a 298-8 £13.=-B 181-8 

1 
I 265-21630-3 316-3 208-3 157-3 1 808-4 623-4 496-4 413-4 376-4 

4 II . 318-2 158-3 346-41132-4 665-5 106-5 419-6 132-6 709-8 J37-7 
III 417-2 478-4 550-5 153-5 659-6 1108-6 578-7 348-7 237-7 195=7 

IV 621-~ 135-4 440-6 248-9 275-7 110~7 §J.~-:...8 ,3-7..9-8 253-8 .12_7-8 
...,, __ ,_.,., ..... -·~-----~-..... - .... 

I 767-2 164-2 768-3 480-3 348-3 160-3 ].17-3 890-4 · 710-4 629-4 
5 II 179-ll 762-3 153-3 549- 11 267-ll 1 410-5 174-5 720-6 290-6 151-6 

III 449-li. 391-3 339-4 815-5 296-5 282-6 119-6 590-7 348-7 : 207-7 
IV 130-01 223-3 833-5 939-6 168.,.6 117-7 192-§ LI 71-8 -3 . ..05-8 I l.96-8 

..................... ,.,--. ______ :'.J_ 
,..,....,.._.,-.. ,.., 

I 2711-0 459-1 178-1 957-2 614-2 194-2 116-2 716-3 469-3 · 370-3 
10 II 601+1 167-0 246-1 702-2 283-2 256-3 850-4 288--4 106-4 584-5 

III 142+3 651-0 365..:.1 550-2 140-2 375-LI 728-5 152-5 404-5 187-6 
IV 389+4 296+1 630-1 502-2 806-3 619-5 642-6 618-7 226-6 472-8 

·-·--+---t-----t----t---t:t====:::t=====-=;11--,-----t----i----i----t----i - . I 
256+1 390-0 139-0 699-1 1122-1 108-1 566-2 300-2 I 167-2 tl19-2 

. 15 
I 

II 
III 

IV I 
233+4 541+1 687-0 173-0 626-1 390-2 104-2 272-3j760-4i350-4 
228+5 807+2 364+1 456-o 991-1 151-2 204-3 210-4 4o4-5ll31-5 
262+7 141+4 ,225t2 141+1 183-0 ,68l-3 467-4 309~~- 226;...•6 IY62-_8_ 

I r 466+2 651+1 219~1 103+1 s81-0·119-o 536-11·231-1-ro1:1i595-2 I I I , 2 7 9 + 5 5 5 5 + 3 614 + 2 13 6 + 2 4 4 3 + 1 18 1-0 3 6 0-1 6 5 2- 2 I 1.i 6t;..,2 i 3 8 5-3 
,; 2 5 I I r:i: j 18 o + 8 5 o 4 + 6 18 5 + 4 19 4 + 3 3 5 s + 2 2 9 2-o 2 5 8-1;; 19 5- 2 I lA Li;.;.:':3 : 2 1 o- i1 
1--· I IV 14+11 535+6 655+5 '3~3~::_J]J.+.~-.-55}_:~-- 216-11 __ ?86-3 __ l--f~~:S.~,.;.~~}=~-
! l I . ,:~·6 5+4 351+ 3 110+3 493+2 267+2 l 437+1 166-l ! 555-1 l 1:61~di111-1 
I l II 224+8 395+6 390+5 780+ 11 229+14 913+2 879+1 ·. 982-0 i 8.76;;..1:ii 157-1 l 5° \ III° 20+].2 479+9 149+8 133+7 212+6 92L1+3 501+2 186+1 ! 4$9~1;:364-2 
(, __ 4-1.f _I_v...:..........-l--2_2 +_1_6_1_6_8_+_ 12-1-6_6_+_1_0 -1--2_6_5_+_9-+2_2_9_+_1,-+._16_3_+_5-+-3_3 _4+_3._,-1_4_1_2_+1---11-3_. 2_0_.;;..;...11-r;J .. 9_9_5_-----,3 

I ! I 159+6 205+5 626+4 272+4 1411+4 1207+3 701+2 195+21425+11127+1 I II 20+11 337+9 314+8 593+7 165+7 342+5 394+4 305+3 144+2!127+1 
IIDQ III 28+161·60+11111+12114+11 20+10 611+7 239+6 514+4 524+2i137+1 ! [ IV ! 17+20 12+18,11+16138+1!1 3~+13 ll3+10 169+71101+5 1223+3 [17~+1 f 
Key to Table 6 - (a) I, II, III, IV refer to the four teims in (4.21) 

when n=l0,000. (b) Underlined figures are negative. (c) The negative 
and positive signs at the end of an entry refer to the pownr of ten 
which multiplies the entry. Thus 356-6 means .000356 and 741+2 means 
74100, 
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of &2 , an n of 1,000 is sufficiently.large in assessing 

var &2 • For.a and A belowthis.line,;.,.no conclusion shall 

be made. Similar treatment is given to.& 1 , only the accept-

able samp1e .. siz.e is ·increas.ed to 10, 0.00.. ,That. is, in the 

region abov.e the line, for any: :n>.10 ,.0.0 0, .. the : approximations 

by the expansion are considered to be satisfactory. The 

individual terms in the tables are for n=l,000 for var &2 
,._ 

and n=l0 7 000 for a 1 • Once again.they could be obtained for 

other n by multiplying each term by the appropriate constant. 

In comparing var &2 with var&, for n>l,000, (n=l,000 

.is .more than.sufficient for allowing an approximation of 

var (&)) var (& 2 ) always exceeds var (&). The following are 

examples of such comparisons. For a=4, A.=3, n=l,000 

var (& 2 ) = .4051 + .02331 + .01161 - .007118 

var (&) = .1600 + .00876 + .0005047 - .00002773 

For n=l,000, a=5, A.=10: 

Var (& 2 ) = .2133 + .001665 + .0008971 - .0003096 

Var (&) = .1350 + .0003564 + .0001024 + .00000206 . 

In comparing Var (& 1 ) with Var (&), the same condition 

existed, namely that var (&) was always less than var (& 1 ) 

for the "safe" sample size n~l0,000 .. The evidence was so 

overwhelming that we will not mention particular examples. 

A mdre concise comparison with & for.both estimators will 

be in the disc.ussion of asymptotic efficiency which follows. 
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Let us consider now the- efficiency ... of .the. estimators 

&1 and &2 .. : Considering the results .in .. the first part of this 

··.section. concernin.g Var.{& 1.) and .. Va;c .{&2 ) ... compared with a 
,(which. is .not itself an efficient .estimator).,. one would not 

. suspect that the .efficiencies of .,&1 ,. and. &2 . would be large 

(or.at,least not .as·large as&). 

The efficiency.of joint estimation for estimators 

.. {t1 , t 2 ) compared relative to the maximum likelihood estimators 

(t1 *, t 2.*) of the parameters 01 and 02 for some distribution 

function F(x, 01 , 02 ) is given by (See Fisher [12]) 

0 11 * 0 12 * 

* * 0 12 Eff 
0 22 (4.24) = 

. 0 11 0 12 

0 12 0 22 

'where cr .... * is Var (t.*) and cr .. * is Cov (t.*, t.*). The 
11 l lJ l J 

parameters in the determinant in the denominator are the 

corresponding variances and.covariances for the estimators 

(t1 , t 2). Of course many workers are satisfied with the 

. asymptotic relative efficiency (A •. R •. E.) which is given by 

- , the first .term approximation of (4. 24) above, i.e.,. for the 

case of- the joint estimators· (&1 ;J) 

:>: (A+a) 
Vl2 * ;,. ()..+a) 

Vl2 
(1) 

a a 
A. R. E. = (4.25) 

Vl2 * 1 
Vl2 

(1) (1) y v2 
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where v12* andv12 represent the ~.te.r:minthe covariance 

of (a*,. A*) and (& 1 , ~) respectively. I .is the expression 

from the Cramer-Rao [17] inequality i.e. 

and of. course 1 , . h - term·1.n Var a.1 • n . . , 

the {1,1) element.of both determinants is merely the distribution 

variance. It can easily be .shown through the use of ortho-

. ,gonal statistics that v12 * = v12 = 0 and hence the A.R.E. 

(4.25) reduces to 

1 A.R •. E. = . (l) x 100. 
. IV2 

Contours of A.R.E. are shown for (& 2 ,i) on Figure 1. Notice 

that only in cases where" and a are l:>qth large is the A.R.E. 

above90%. For all a and X in this same range the results 

for (& 1 ,X.)· show an A.R.E. below 5%. 

Anscombe [2] plots the A.R.E. for the estimators (a,~). 

For a>A, this A~R.E. exceeds 90%. Also the A.R.E. for (&;i) 

always exceeds the A.R.E. for both (& 2 ,i) and (& 1 ,~)~ 

The first t.hree terms· .in the .expansions 

C (1) (1) 
c4 

(1) 
lcov (&1 ,x) J 2. + 

C3 
+ + (4.26) -· 2 3 4 e " ii 

n n n 

c· c2> c3 
(2) 

C4 
( 2) 

Jcov <& 2 ,.i>I 2 + + + (4.27) = ... 
2 3 4 n n n 

are shown in Tables 7 and 8 for n=l0 1 000 and n=l,000 respec-

tively. Unfortunately, it is difficult to use this in any 
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" 1 2 3 11 5 10 15 25 50 100 a. ·-.. .... 

·I 108-6 167-6 256 ... 6 369-6 505-5 153-5 311-5 797~5 300-4 116-3 
1 II 21rn-1 349-7 422-7 690-7 919-7 251-6 521 .. 6 131-5 485-5 187-4 

III- 718-7 498-7 558-7 680-7 838-7 203-6 384-6 923-6 331-5 125 .. 4 

I 450-6 469-.6 583-6 738-6 924-6 226-5 424-5 101-ll 358-4 135-3 
2 II 375-7 172-7 310-7 420-7 531.::1 131-6 243-6 513-6 201-5 750-5 

III 163-6 472-7 351-7 336-7 351-7 584-7 955-7 203-6 659-6 237-5 
I 128-5 107-5 117-5 135-5 159-5 328..,5 574-5 128-4 431-4 i58.,;.J'-

3 II 458-6 613-7 l-11-7 850 .... 8 213-7 1.5.5..=.1 143-6 333-6 114-5 422-5 
III 550.-6 752-7 399-7 312-7 286-7 3lt6-7 498-7 947-7 281-6 963-6 

I 293-5 214.,.5 2l3-5 230-5 257-5 lt64-5 763-5. 161-4 515-4 183-3 
4 II 195-5 305-6 122-6 653-7 378-7 218-7 68t:;-7 188-6· 685-6 256-5 

III 214-5 160-6 609-7 390-7 312-T 278 ... 7 355-7 607-7 165;_6 539-6 
' 

I 580-5 385-5 358-5 369 .. 5 400-5 640-5 996-5 199-4 608-4 210-3 
5 II 591-5 892-6 369-6 216-6 150-6 500-7 108-7 6gl-7 355-6 147-5 

III 775-5 394-6 113-6 598-7 418-7 269-7 303"'.'7 LI 4-7 115-6 360-6 
I 588-4 311-4 244-4 219;..4 210-4 236-4 301-4 488-4 122 ... 372-3 

10 II · 211-3 251-4 Ro.1 -5 47Ll-5 310-5 120-5 901-6 825 ... 6 112-5 223-5 
III 800-3 219-'i 365-5 120-5 560-6 986-7 57i,_7 465-7 673-7 158;_6 

....--
I ?i:;~-3 122-3 888-4 749-4 680-4 627 ... 4 708-LI 990-4 210-3 577-3 

15 II 191-2 200-3 6Lt6-4 317-4 193.,.4 583-5 378-5 293-5 338-5 619-5 
III 155-1 344-3 691-4 141-4 577-5 602-6 2110-6 119-6 990,..7 163-6 

I 170-2 759-3 517-3 411-3 353-3 264-3 257-3 296-3 493-3 113-2 
25 II 333-1 313-2 918-3 LH3-3 233-3 523-l.l 275-4 162-4 132-4 186-4 

III 690-0 136-1 170-2 437.-3 159-3 105-LI 298-5 '899-6 375-6 350-6 
I 244-1 103-1 660-2 499-2 409-2 249-2 206-2 187-2 218-2 366-2 

50 II 181+1. 155-0 418-1 ;L74-l 915-2 151-2 622-3 25 14-3 120-- 103-3 
,. III 144+3 250+1 280-0 641 ... 1 2llh-l 941-3 190-3 341-4 630-5 265-5 

I 370-0 150-0 940-1 690-1 551-.1 796-2 221-1 170-1 i42-l 167-1 
100 II 107+3 '869+1 224+1 892-0 449-0 612-1 214-l ·659-2 190-2 921-3 

III 330+5 537+3 567+2 123+2 388+1 133-0 · 215-l 265-2 249,..3 475-4 

Key to '11ab.le 7 - (a) I, II, III refer to the three terms in (4.26) . 
when n=l,ooo_ (b) Underlined figures are negative. (c) The negative 
and positive signs at.the end r~ ~n entry refer to the power of ten 
which multiplies the entry •. Thus 356-6 means .000356 and 741+2 means 
74100., 
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--- ! 
1 2 3 4 5 10 15 25 50 100 

I 272-8 398-8 597-8 852-8 116-7 345-7 699-7 178-6 668-6 ·259-5 1 II 33-10 110-9 173-2 247-9 336-9 980-2 ll7-8 1.197;_8 185-7 711-7 
III 65-10 42-10 46-10 56-10 69-10 .165-9 311-9 746-9 267-8 ,100-7 

I 211-7 192-7 225-7 275-7 336-7 788 .... 7 ll15-6 342-6 120-5 450-5 2 II 3!11-8 5 3-5-9 142-9' 27-10 .150-2 730-9 150-8 376-8 137-7 ·520-7 
III 117-8 171-9 107-9 95-10 96-10 150-9 241-7 505-9 162-8 578-8 

I 973-7 669-7 662-7 725-7 819 ... 7 156-6 264-6 576-6 190-5 687-5 
3 II 512-7 752-8 319-8 192-8 135-8 329-9 228-2 185 ... 8 857-8 349-7 

III 319-7 11.18-8 464-9 278-9 220-9 209-9 283-9 516-9 149-7 502-7 
I 313-6 189-6 166-6 166-6 ·176-6 283-6 1444-6 399-6 -;7q_5 976-5 4 II 398-6 473-7 182-7 106-7 748-8 371-8 298-8 239-8 Lj 79-9 876-8 

III 552-6 1113-7 289-8 122-8 741-9 378°'.'.'9 411-9 631-9 160-8 507-8 
I 920-6 116] 6 369-6 3116-6 3li 8-6 481-6 7011-6 134-5 390-5 132-4 

5 II 215-5 213-6 733-7 395-7 267-7 123-7 104-7 108-7 160-7 "'117-7 
III 538-5 109-6 172-7 586-8 296-8 846-9 714..,9 885-9 191-8 561-8 

~-
I 302-1\ 110-4 693-5 536-5 460-5 387-5 435-5 626-5 141-4 1.rn7-4 

10 II 661-5 401-4 961-5 393-5 ~13-5 512-6 319-6 252-6 318-6 642-6 
III 156-1 156-3 142-f! 308-5 105-5 750-7 273..,7 133-7 117-7 205-7 

I 273-3 883-4 501-4 3511-L! · 282~L! · 179-14 170-4 2nn_ Lt 362-4 908-4 I 
15 II 248-1 123-2 21-17-3 875-4 l\ 18-4 650-5 311-5 181-5 165-5 287-5 

III 24lJ+J 183-1 131-2 231-3 661-4 251".""5 611-6 18·0-6 875.s..7 101:..6 
I 485-2 142-2 734-3 /4 7 8-3 352-3 167-3 ,129~3 116-3 151-3 298-2 25 II 290+1 120-0 206-1 633 ... 2 266-2 253..;3 864-4 326-4 175-4 192-4 

III 187+4 109+2 623-0 ·900-1 215-1 409-3 618-4 975-5 216-5 135-5 
. -

I 270-0 730-1 351-1 213-1 147-1 52Li-2 323-2 208-2 167-2 215-2 
50 II 228+4 821+2 124+2 337+1 126+1 735 ... 1 172-1 368-2 876-3 470-3 

III 208+8 995+5 473+4 574+3 116+3 111-1 978-1 698-2 489-3 109-3 •...... 
I 161+2 !!19+1 194+1 113+1 753-0 227-0 '121-0 610-1 318-1 254-1 

100 II 205+7 688+5 970+4 247+4 863+3 376+2 680+1 95ll-0 108-0 255-1 
III 28+12 12+10 525+8 580+7 107+7 672+4 411+3 161+2 393-0 2714_1 

Kev to Table 8 - (a) I, II, III refer to the three terms in (4.25) 
{vhen n=l0;000. (b) Underlined figures are negative. (c) 'l'he negative 
and positive signs at the end of an entry refer to the power of ten 
which multiplies the entry. Thus 356-6 means ®000356 and 741+2 means 
74100. 
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way to obtain any .. actual efficiency results.since similar 

asymptotic;: r.es1,1lts for the maximum.likelihood.estimator are 

_bnly known out to two .terms and-~one would have· to select an 

extremely_ larg.e. n to. obtain any reliable results. Of course, . 

. if one did this, the efficienoy .... resul.ts ,w0uJ;d .. not be unlike 

the usual asymptotic. efficiency·, 

2. Summary_ :B-emarks 

The conclusions from tl;le preceding results are made 

that&, the simple moment estimator is superior to either 

&1 £E_ &2 for estimating ct in the range l>ct. We must, confine 

our.inferenc•s to an n>l,000 for j 2 and n>l0,000 for &1 • 

Asymptotic efficiency results also indicate that &1 

and &2 are inferior to& •. Whi;t.e the A.R.E. for &2 exceeds 

90% for large land ct, this is not enough to warrant its 

use, since the A.R.E. for & exceeds 90% for all >..>ct and the 

latter·estimator is much simpler to compute • 

. It can hardly be said that these results represent 

~small sample" conclusions. This is certainly not our "claim~. 

However,.we have gone somewhat further than the usual "large 

sample" - approach 1:/y being able to say something· "concrete'' 

for sample sizes as low as n;:::l,000 (and lower in a few cases). 

Also,· .. it seems highly doubtful that a decrease in sample size 

would change our general conc].usion concerning the superiority 

of a to &1 ,:1.nd.& 2 (particularly in the case of &1 ) .since for 

n;:::l,.000 and.n=l0,000, the "case" agciinst these estimators 

involving m3 is E;:10 strong. 
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V$ CONDITIONAL MOMENT ESTIMATOR OF a 

A brief disqussion was given in Chapter III concerning 

a more realistic approach toward 1nve9tigating the simple 
A moment estimator a. 

It was thought that it would be both interesting and 

.important to obtain information about the simple moment 

estimator &=mf / (m2-m1), considering only "moderate" 

positive values for a. That is, we seek to investigate 

properties of &, 1 conditional on m2)m1+k, where k is a small 

positive quantity. In Shenton and Myers [20], much doubt is 

cast on the use of a as an estimator because of high bias and 

variance for a>A and low efficiency when X>a. Perhaps, 

however, this estimator warrants a "second look" since its 

explosive properties were probably largely due to the singu-

larity in a, namely when m2=m1 • In defense of this approach, 

it can be said that an experimenter would certainly not 

consider using this estimator when m2.::,m1 • In fact, if the 

latter sampling situation occurred and if one were hot quite 

sure what distribution he was,sampling from, he might suspect 

that the true distribution was Poisson. ( It is not our 

purpose here to consider the Poisson. as an alternative 

distribution. Rather we wish only to obtain properties of 

a curtailed&, under NBD sampling condition, and to compare 

these to similar properties of&.) 

There are, of course, natural •difficulties inherent in 
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this study. The most import~nt is that it seems almost an 

impossibility to obtain an exact distribution of &c, where 

&c=(&lm2>m1+k). · Thus, we shall proceed to obtain, in the 

next section, an approximate distribution of the variate 

(&lm2-m1 ) and hence to obtain approximate moments of 

Other disadvantages and difficulties absociated with 

our doing a complete evaluation of ac are: 

(i) any approximation we obtain would depend heavily on n, 

and (ii) & does not define a "whole" estimator, i.e • ., 
C 

nothing is specified to the experimenter as to what action 

he takes if m2~m1+k. 

Concerning the disadvantage described by (ii) above, 

the properties obtained for &c leqd naturally into a study 

of the properities of an estimator that we shall refer to 

as aw defined by 

" a == w 

= R 

(The actual value of R ~ill be discussed toward the end of 

this chapter.) 

The properties of this estimator are found with little 

difficulty from those &0 and are compared with the proper-

ties of the simple moment estimator & in the range a>A, 
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Before any attempt is made to find an approximate 
,. 

distribution for a we shall attempt to determine how 
C 

reasonable it is for one to assume normality of the 

statistic m'=m2-m1 b the latter, of course, being the 

denominator of a0 • We havej in terms of factorial sample 

moments, 

Then, 

=m'. 

Using equations (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain 

(5.1) 

The exact first three moments of m' as functions of A, a 

and n are now obtained, with relatively little effort, by 

using the tables of orthogonal statistics. An approximation 
-4 through terms inn was obtained for the fourth moment. 

-3 -LI The approximation is~ very good one since then and n 
terms are negligible for n>BO. The following table of 
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where µ 2 , µ 3 and µ 4 are central moments of m' for various 

n, A and a was prepared in order to indicate how well m' 

can be approximated by a normal distribution. Departure 

of s1 from the "normal" value of zero is an indication of 

skewness in the fr$quency function of the sample population 

while departure in s2 from the "normal" value of 3 is a.n 

indication of kurtosis. 

We seek here not to make a complete investigation of -
the properties of ac, but rather to determine whether or 

not a 0 results in a significant improvement over & in 

estimating a in the region a>A. (Recall that this 

region is that for which&, &~, &2 ; and a* all seem to 
l. 

have extremely high variance and bias.) That is, we shall 

~ttempt to approximate the bias and variance of &c in this 

region as an aid for determining if this conditional 

estimator appears more reasonable. Numerical results we 

obtain are to be compared with several empirical sampling 

studies on 

(b) Moments of &c 

The results of the table of s1 and a2 values in 

section (a) indicated that it might not be too unreasonable 

to assume that for n>lOO the distribution of m'=m2-m1 is 

approximated by a normal distribution. It was thus 
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-

a >.. n Sl s? a >.. n s 1 s2 
10 2 90 .2830 3.6148 5 5 90 .3721 3.7339 

100 .2549 3.5536 1.00 .3349 3.6606 
200 .1279 3.2774 200 .1675 3.3305 
300 .0854 3.1850 300 .1117 3.2203 

5 3 90 .4023 3.8088 10 5 90 .2391 3.4755 
100 .3622 3.7281 100 .2152 3.4280 
200 .1812 3.3644 200 .1077 3.2141 
300. .1209 3.2430 .. 300 .0718 3.1428 

10 3 90 • 2586 3.5369 15 5 90 .1934 3.3863 
.100 .2328 3~4834 100 .1741 3.3477 
200 .1166 3 .2420 200 .0871 3.1739 
300 .0778 3.1613 300 .0581 3.1159 

15 3 90 .2102 3.4447 5 10 90 .3463 3.6746· 
100 .1893 3.4004 100 .3116 3.6072 
200 .0948 3.2005 200 .1558 3.3037 
300 .0633 3.1337 300 .1038 3.2025 

25 3 90 .1726 3.3721 10 10 90 .2239 3.4300 
100 .1555 3.3350 100 .2015 3.3870 
200 .0779 3.1677 200 .1007 3.1935 
300 .0520 3.1119 300 .0671 3.1290 

5 4 .90 .3838 3.7624. 15 10 90 .1810 3.3437 
.·. 100 ~3455 3.6862 100 .,1629 3.3092 

200 .1728 3.3433 200 .0814 3.1546 
300 .1152 3 .. 2289 300 .0542 3.1030 

10 4. 90 .2465 3.4985 100 15 90 . .1069 3.1030 
100 .2219 3.4487 100 .0962 3.1664 
200 .1110 3. 2245 200 .0479 3.0830 

·300 .0740'· 3.1479 300 .0319 3.0553 

15 4 90 .1997 3.4080 · 100 50 90 .1028 3.1660 
100 .1797 3.3673 100 .0925 3.1501 
.200· .0899 3.1838 200 .0460 3.0750 
300 .0600 3.1226 300 •.. 0307 3.0500 
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assumed that the joint distribution of m' and m1 is 

approximated by a bivariate normal distribution. 

In order to immediately conditionalize on m', we shall 

assume that m' and m1 follow a truncated bivariate normal 

distribution, m' truncated at k~ That is 

m -µ 1 m1 m'-µ , m'-µ , 2 
_ 2p(---) ( m )+( m_) ]} 

o o ' on-1' m1 m 

m' >k 

where; 

K=J 00 J00 B(m1m1 ) dm1dm' 
k o 

( 5. 2) 

Here our notation B(m1m1 ) refer to the bivariate normal. 

p, of course, is the correlation coefficient between m1 

and m', which can easily be computed usini:;J orthogonal 

statistics~ In order to simplify Kin (5.2), we can write 

I 

B(m1 ,m} drn1 dm' 

- I co f ( m ' ) dm ' - k 

1 = dm' 
mom' 
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since we shall consider ~=E(m1 ) sufficiently large and 

Var(rn1 )=( X·+t)/n s4fficiently small (i.e., n=lOO) that 

there will be no appreciable m1 "density" for m1 <o. For 

example, for ~=a~5~ E(m1 )=5 and Var(m1 )~.01. We can now 

write the joint distribution; 

g(~,m') 

where !JI is the Jacobian which is given by 

1 
PT 

We can now write the conditional density P(&}m'), where, 

of course, I • m J.S a particular value >k, although it becomes 

obvious that we don't need this density to develop the 

moments of the statistic ac• 

( A 1•• f ) P a,., m " 
9 (&, 1m') 

f tm I J 

1 where f (m' )------
I 1 m -pm' 2 

exp{-""(---) } 
. L. a m' 

m' >k 

(5,5) can be written, after simplification as 

&>O I rn'>k 

( 5. 5) 
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In order to obtain the moments for &0 , we need the density 

Thus 

g ( a m I) 'dm' 

' 
= .. Joo p (&km') f (m' ) dm' 

k . 

= J00 f00 
cij p(&Jm') f(m') dm' da 

o k 

Suppose we focus our attention on the above integral. From 

(5.6) we can write 

"' !--If we let Z = (2a.t ) 2 , we obtain 2 . 

I 2tl l · 2 
f (Z m') c 1 exp{-2(Z+t4) } 

(2t2)~ 

( 5. 8) 

(5.9) 

Z>O 



where • 
J 

t4 = -t3/2t2 
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For j=l, (5.7) can be written as 

E(ac) = f(X)cf 00 ap(&lm')d&] f(m') dm' 
k o 

(5.10) 

The portion in square brackets of (5.10) can be written 

in terms of the variable z as 

dZ, 

Here Hh (x) refer to the Airey Function (See Airey [l]) and p 
is defined as 

Jex, zP 1 2 
r (p+lj exp[-~( z+x) J dZ • 

0 

Approximations are given 'in ,Johnson and Welch [ 15 J. The 

one recommended is 

where 

Finally we can write for the first moment, 
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Using Ga~ssian Integration Methods [24], this integral was 

evaluated. "'or various (" 1 a) combination for v·rhich a>\, n=l00 

and k=0.2 were chosen. It must be mentioned that this is 

only an approximation~ Thus some empirical sampling was 

done with the first mom(:o!nt of & comnuted as a comp.arisen C . 

for some (\,a) combinations. (Remarks concerning this 

comparison will be made in the rsequel~) The empirical 

sampling involved generating 4,000 negative binomial samples 

of size 100 and computin<J m1 and m2 for each sample. We 

discarded those for which m2 cm1+k, sample means were then 

computed for each (a 1 \) combination. 

A similar procedure for obtaining the approximate 

variance can be developed. Setting j=2 in (5.7), we obtain 

for the second drude moment, 

(5.11) 

The "square-bracket" portion of (5.11) can be written in 

J00 12t1 
= - "J'1 Hh (t) f(m') dm' nts · 4.4 

}:.: 2 

This was also evaluated by Gaussian Integration methods 

for the same (\,a) co~bination as was done fo~ the first 

moment, Once agai~ a k of 0&2 was chosen and an n=l00~ 
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The same empirical negative binomial samples.as we discussed 

previously to evaluate Var(&c)_ for.some (l,01,) combinations 

were used as a "check" on the .approximation performed" Table 

9 gives for n=l00 and various a and A in the "interesting 

. range'.'; (a} .. bias. a .. , 
C 

(b) variance (c) the Monte Carlo 

results of (a) and.(b~, (d) bias~& (untruncated), and 

(e) variance &.(untruncated). 

It should be mentioned here that concerning the 

co1;1parisons with the properties of a, the latter are 

obtained from.asymptotic expansion which are not reliable 

{for n=l0O) for all of the combinations given here. In 

general, for a>l5, and n=l00 was not sufficient to "damp 

off" the <?Xpansion of E(a) and Var(&}, these values are 

· labeled by ·(u) meaning unreliable, but are left in the table 

as a matter of interest. 

One immediately notices.that in every case the 

. properties of. &c are a great deal more "attractive" than 
\ 

those approximated for & by the.asymptotic. expansion 

given in Shenton and Myers [20] (restricting ourselves, of 

course, to those 0,, a) combinations in which the properties 
' "l. 

of & are reliable). 

Our choice of k=.2 is.rather arbitrary. We do not 

attempt to declare that this k or any other k should be 

"forced upon" the experimentero Rather we wish only to illus-

trate the effectiveness of the curtailing operation on&. 
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Table 9. A Comparison between a and &con Bias and Variance 
I 

A A Monte Carlo ! 
a A a ac Results A I for ac' 

10 2 ( I) 360.94 -1.220 .,. 
(II) 19,680 17.931 -

-

5 3 (I)! 1. 708 1.352 1.360 
( II) l 19.594 18.857 15.054 

10 3 (I) I 34.840 1.942 -
(II) 1790.21 58.190 -

15 3 (I) 502.26(u) -.863 .933 
(II) 46,546(u) 87.891 86.653 

25 3 (I) 25,016(u) -6.696 -
(II) 4,121,260(u) 97.786 -

10 4 (I) 9.867 3.199 -
(II) 378.55 100.262 .,. 

15 4 (I) 91.116(u) 3.524 -
(II) 7521(u) 173.026 -

10 5 ( I) 4.815 3.379 3.455 
(II) 136.710 ],23.620 112.33 

15 5 (I) 29.765(u) 3.658 -
(II) 2068.7 (u) 280.663 -

100 15 (I) 19,517(u) 35.057 39.437 
(II) 12,534,470 (u) 23,403 24,140 

Key to 'I',able 9 - I and II represents bias and variance 
respectively. 

'1 
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One should not put a great deal of emphasis on this 
A particular comparison since a itself does not represent 

C 

a true estimator. That is, you could hardly tell the 

experimenter to llthrow away" those.samples for which m2 <m1+k. 

Rather one must define an estimator such that .. some action is 

recommended .when.this latter sampling situation occurs. In 

the next section we define and discuss such an estimator, 

namely-~•·· which -was defined earlier in this chapter. w 

. ( c) Discussion of & --=----,----w 
Consider.the estimator & of a, defined as w 

a. 
w 

= R 

m' >k 

m' <k 

(event A) 

(event A) 

( 5 .12) 

where, as before, m' = m2 -m1 and R is some constant. The 

value chosen £or k will be 0.2 again in order that we can 

make use of .the computations in the previous section in 

assessing the properties of a " w 

.. L ..... Choice of R 

The choice of R, of course, is not arbitrary. In 

fact, the event A dictates that we choose a value for R which 

is large. This results from the fact that if event A occurs, 

one would suspect that the NBD variance and mean were nearly 

equal. This event A would arise with the highest probability 

,when a is large compared to A. 
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In most of the practical cases found in the literature in 

which an NBD was fit to I' livell data. (See My.ers - [18]) , the 

value of. A was <5. _ Thus, it was,believed that a value for 

Rof 20 would be sufficiently larger than.A, in most cases 

to warrant its use. Thus, our estimator will be; 

h 2 
ct = m /m' m 1 > k w . 1 

(5.13) 

= 20 m' <k 

2 •. Bias of ct 

We have 

Ea = E I [E ( Im I) ] w m w 
(5.14) 

= E [(a. Im' >k)] [Pr (m' >k)] + E [a Im' <k] [Pr (m' <k)] w w - - • 

In terms of the events A and A described in (5.12) we can 

write (5.14) as 

E(a) = E(& IA) Pr(A) + E(a fA) Pr(A) w w w 

= E (& ) °K + 20 (1-K) 
C 

Where of course this is the same K we used as the "truncation 

constant" in equation (5.2a). K is easy to compute (and has 

been computed for the (a,A) combinations for n=l00 illustrated 
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in the previous section for &c) since m1 was assumed to be 

normal. Thus, the bias for this estimator becomes 

Bias ( & ) = [E ( & ) - a] w w 

= E ( a ) . K + 20 ( 1-K) - a 
C 

which can be easily obtained from the results of bias & in 
C 

the preceeding section. The numerical results for n=l00 and 

for the (a,A) combinations used in the previous, section will 

be given following a similar discussion of the variance of 

3. Variance of A 

a ---------'W 

The variance of & can be written as w 

Var (a ) = E{a, - [E (a ) -K+ 20 (1-K)] } 2 
W W C 

= K { E [ & - M ] 2 I A } + ( 1-:K)) (2: 0-MW) 2 
w w 

=KV+ (1-K) (400 - 40M + M 2 ) w w 
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The expression V = E[& 2 - 2M E(&) + M2 1A] w w w w 

Thus 

Var ( & ) w 

A2. A 2 = E(a} - 2M E(a) + M C . W C W 

[E(~ ) 2 - 2M E (a ) + M 2 ]K + (1-K) (400-40M +M2 ) C W C W W . W 

= K [E (a .) 2 - 2M E (a ) ] ·. + 40 (1-K) (10-M ) + M2 
C W C W W 

A 2 Of course E(ac) and Kare already known from the previous 

study of &c a.nd,. Mw ,from (5.>l~_t. fo:r: :yar±ous .(a,X) 'combinations 

in the range a>~ and for n=l00. 

4. 
,., 

Comparison of.a with & ---~------aw----
One would expect that the properties of the estimator 

A 

a would not differ a great deal from those of w 

shows the results of the bias and variance of 

,., 
a • Table 10· 

C 
A a for n=l00 w 

for the same (A,a) combinations used in Table 9. Additional 

Monte Carlo results are also given. The Monte Carlo procedure 

was similar to that described for a. • Namely 200 NBD samples· 
C 

of size 100 were generated, with m2~m1 computed for each 

sample. A The quantity a was computed for each sample, assigning w 

this quantity a value of 20 for ea.ch sample in which m'<0.2. 

The mean and variance of these 2000 were then computed. 

One can notice that the results in Table 10 for & do w 

not differ considerably from the properties of 
,., 
a • C 

The 
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A Table 10. Approximate Bias and variance of aw contrasted with a 

Monte Carlo 
).. & Results for a a a w 

10 2 I 360.94 2.280 1.693 
II 19,680 18.05 15.201 

5 3 I 1.708 1.678 
II 19.594 16.42 

10 3 I 34.840 2.996 
II 1790.21 58.00 

15 3 I 502~26(u) o .. 26 5 .4782 
II 46,546(u) 76.27 78.710 

25 3 I 25,016(u) -6.03 
II 4,121,260(u) 72.84 

10 4 I 9.867 3.588 
II 378.55 97.00 

15 4 I 91.116(u) 3~724 
II 7,52l(u) 149$45 

10 5 I 4.815 3.552 3.605 
II 136.710 121~49 116.718 

15 5 I 29.765(u) 3.765 
II 2068.7(u) 257.90 

100 15 I 19~517(u) 10.052 13.733 
II 12;534,470(u) 20,494.92 21,857.100 

Key to Table 10: I and II represents bias and variance 
respectively. 

A a w 
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significant thing about this study is tMat, 
\ 
I 

A in a we have w 
an estimator whose properties we can "legitimately" compare 

I 

with those of another estimator, namely !~. The table shows 

evidence that, at least for n=l00 and fat the range a>A, 
A a is "better" (in terms of bias and variance) than the w 

usual moment estimator&. 

Of- cburse, the problem still remains that the results 

for &.were obtained through asymptotic expansions and n=l00, 

some of these results are.· not reliable. (This was discussed 

earlier in this chapter.) As before, the doubtful results 
A 

on a are denoted by .(U) in Table 10. 

An.interesting comparison would have been one which 

would have contrasted & with a* (maximum likelihood). This 
w 

would not have been possible for n=l00 and a>A because all 

bias and variance results are unreliable for a* (See Bowman [7 ]) . 
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. VI •. SUMMARY 

In this. thesis, our study of.the estimation problems in 

the NBD .. took two separate routes: 

.(a) Due to the seemingly undesirable properties of· the 

(of.the NBD parameter~) 

which.w.as: .. investigated byS.henton .. and.Myers. [20], it was 

· thought,that.,one· .. might. obtain a llbetter" moment estimator 

by considering.m3 • Additional motivation for this work was 

generated due.to similarly chaotic properties that exist for 

the maximum likelihood estimator, .particularly for a>L · An 

added disadvantage of the m~l. estimator.is that it is ex-

tremely difficult to compute. 

The moment estimators considered are given in 

equation (3.7a) and (3.8a). Properties such as bias and 

variance were considered for various values of the parameters 

A and a and for various n. 

For &2 in equation (3.Ba), reasonably good approxi-

mation were obtained for bias and variance for n>l,000 for 

various iAia) in all but the range a>>A. For &1 for roughly 

the same parameter range but for n>l0,000, bias and variance 

were approximated. Asymptotic relative efficiency contours 

were illustrated for &. 2 • For &1 , the A.R.E. was always less 

_·than 5 5!, 
0. 

Under no·condition for which proper approximation 

could.be obtained did these two moment estimators give lower 
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bias than a. (The results for & were taken from Shenton and 

Myers [20]). The same was true for the variance. The evidence 

was particularly strong against a1 . While we were restricted 

to fairly large sample sizes in our (a,'A,n) range as far as 

conclusions here .are concerned, nevertheless. & seemed so 

consistently .better than either a1 or. &2 that an experimenter 

shouid llthink twice" before using the latter two estimators 

despite what sample size he .. is using •... We certainly cannot 

recommend the use of either of these two moment estimators 

involving m3 for the estimation of a for n>l,000 in the case 

of &2 and n>l0,000 in the case of &1 . 

(b) The discouraging findings associated with the pro-

.. perties of moment estimators involving m3 guided our attention 

back to the sampling properties of~. It was felt that the 

undesirable properties of & for a>1 was due to the singularity 
2 

ml 
m2-ml 

in a = Thus we investigated the properties 

of an estimator a that was identical to & with the exception w 

that we do not "allow" a near zero or negative value. Bias 

and variance of 

= 20 

were numerically approximated for n=l00, k=0.2 and some 'A 

and a pairs in the a>'A region. It was still hoped that we 

could develop an estimator which would be an improvement on&. 
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The results for the p, ,a) combinations considered 

showed that, in fact, the bias and variance of & were reduced w 
appreciably from that approximated .. in Shenton .and Myers [20] 

"for. &., (See. Tabl.e 10.)... . .. The study was. somewhat restrictive 

since only n=lO O was . considered .... However, ... it. was not the 

· purpose of .this thesis to .do an .. exhaustive . study of properties 

of .. a .. ;. but rather to illustrate its improvement over &, to w 
.point out..the. potential for future studies involving "curtailing'i 

in such estimators as maximum likelihood, other moment or 

modified moment estimators. 
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.ABSTRACT 

This thesis essentially takes two separate paths to 

solve the same problem, namely that .of obtaining an estimator, 

a parameter of the negative binomial distribution, for which 

we can show that such properties as bias and variance of this 

estimator are "better" than corresponding properties of the 

simple moment estimator, the latter being the estimator which 

is used most often in practice. 

We first consider two moment estimators involving the 

third sample momentM In the case of both of these estimators, 

for a restricted range of the parameters and of sample size, 

these estimators are not an improvement over the simple 

moment estimator. In fact, for the range considered, the 

bias and variance of the simple moment estimator was always 

smaller. 

/ We then considered an estimator which was defined as 

the simple moment estimator for part of the sample space 

and defined as a constant elsewhere. This was primarily 

done to remove a "singularity" in the moment estimator. It 

was felt that this singularity was causing the large bias 

and variance which seemed to exist for certain values of the 

parameters. For n=lOO, the bias and variance were 

approximated in a range of interest of the parameters. The 

results indicate an improvement over the sample moment 

estimator. 


